
NOTES ON GREEK TRAGEDY, I 

Aeschylus: Sophocles, Trachiniae.1 

A. Suppl. 524-8 ava dvaCKTCWV, LaKcapPWv 

FLaKapTaTE KalL rEAEWV 

TEAELOdTaTov KpdToS, o)A/3i Zev, 

rr'Oov Te Kal y7evecO0' 
aAevU0ov avoppv pJV ptv EEU aTvyrjaS. 

527 zneiov] ztmov Stanley yevevaOw] yevet ac Schutz. 

PELASGUS goes off to summon his people, bidding the chorus pray for their desires to be 
fulfilled. They appeal to Zeus to ward off the lust of men, and in the antistrophe claim his 

support as the ancestor of Epaphus. M's yevea'Oo in 527 must mean fiat, an impossible 
sense with no closer analogue than LXX 7YEvoto YEVOtTr. Schiitz' yeVEt r), adopted by 
most modern editors, gives good sense with little change, but removes the sense-pause at 

period-end (here marked by hiatus and the sequence u -- I u-). Period-end without 

pause is sufficiently infrequent in Aeschylus (about Io%) to deter us from introducing it by 
emendation, and especially infrequent when marked by hiatus (about 6%).2 Moreover, 
'relOov or 7rrl0o is not a word used by mortals to gods in prayer (though Pindar so addresses 
his Muse, P. I, 59). 

A clue is given by Pelasgus' final words (523-4): 
Eyd> rS' TavTa r7opavvcov E'EVJaoFLat 

7TEl6 6' 7TOLTO KaL TVXa TTpaKTrTploS. 

It is not unusual for a chorus to take their cue from the last words of the preceding dialogue, 
sometimes a prayer which they elaborate, e.g. S. O.T. I49-50: 

DoLp/os0 8'o re77iEcas Tar(Je [LcavTELaS ac4va 

C(OTTrp 6 ?KOITO Kal vOcov 7TaVTrjptOs, 

followed by a KAqTIKOS vi'vos appealing to Apollo and other gods for help against the plague. 
Sometimes the actual words are repeated, e.g. A. Cho. 781-5: 

Tp. dAA' ElfLL KaCL aors rravTa 7TreiUaofal AoyotL. 

YEVOLTO coS aptora orTvv OE?V soc0EL. 

Xo. vvv 7TapaLTovFeva L_Ot, Tdraep 
Zevs OeCv ' OAvtLr'wv 

oS TrvXaS TrvXEl . . . 
Pers. 621-4 Ba. yaTrorovs o SyA) 

TLLcas' 7Tpo7reT J TaUcrEo VE eprepotLS EOlS. 

Xo. aflaorlcLa yvvaL, 7TpEcTfos HCpcratls, 
(JV TE r7Te7Te oa . . . 

S. Phil. 825-7 Ne. dAA' Earcolev, lAot, 
EKr^tov av'rov, ws av Els vrTvov 7TEr7. 

Xo. "YrTV' oovvas doaras ... 
and in particular A. Suppl. 4I7-8 

Ba. [iwv ov aOKEL E LV fpoVT8OSS arWT7ptiov; 
Xo. p,OV7lTov . .. 

with 437-8 
Xo. Ta3E q)pacrat . Ba. . a.Kat 7 reCpacrAaL. 

Comparable, though rather different, is P.V. 127-8: 
TIp. 7rav tLOL qo3epov TO 7TpOUEpTrroV. 
Xo. pL,?V oP03rjs . . 

1 I am indebted throughout to Professor H. will appear in the 1977 Journal. 
Lloyd-Jones, and in the Trachiniae passages to 2 See 'Pause and Period in the lyrics of Greek 
Mrs P. E. Easterling and Mr M. D. Reeve, for tragedy,' C.Q. 27, 1977. 
valuable advice and criticism. Part II of this article 



So here irELOd is the key to the situation, and the Danaids might well pray for her success. 
Schiitz (in his note) suggested rrTELO rv'Xa O' EoIreOw, exactly echoing 524 (cf. Men. Sam. 737 
EV,(EV^S 'iTOtTO NIK/q, K7A). The same result is given with less change by 7rrTLo rvXa yevE0oU, 
'may Success attend Persuasion'. For the phrase, cf. Theogn. I30 tov^vov S'avSpt yevoLro 

TvXa. 

Suppl. 762 c KaLt 1aTrarwv dvoalov Tr KvSdCXAWV 

EX'OVTESt opyas Xprf vXAaaaE0atL KpaOS'. 

Kal LTat'cov] ai/aTrpICv Page 'XovTEx] -Ta; Turnebus, -TOs Bothe. 

There are three difficulties: (I) Kal, (2) 'XOVIrES, (3) Kpdros. The chorus have been 
expressing their horror of the approaching Aegyptioi, while Danaus reassures them. They 
have no respect for altars or gods, they are lutsful, impious, and have the boldness of dogs 
(KvvoOpaaEZs). Danaus counters: 'But it is said wolves are superior to dogs; papyrus does 
not beat corn'. The wolf is a symbol of cunning (e.g. P. P. 2, 84); Greeks are more than a 
match for Egyptians (as Helen and Menelaus were for Theoclymenus, Iphigenia and Orestes 
for the barbarian Thoas). Then the sense required is: 'They are also wild beasts, who must 
be warded off by force'. This will accommodate Kal = 'also', 'even'. atratwv = 'unruly', 
and in a sexual context, as here, 'lewd', cf. S. Trach. 565 lav'Et /LaTalats XEpaLv, E. El. 1064, 
fJacrat in A. Cho. 918 (of Agamemnon's infidelity); so also in Suppl. 229 (ov 5)j) Yv'y aTralWv 
aTlas', 820 Fad-ratoLt rroAvOpoots, which strongly supports 'a-raltwv here. With 'XoVrTas, Kparos 
was taken by Weil and Murray to mean 'by force', cl. the adverbial Tacos-; but the analogy is 
scarcely adequate. With E'XovroS (Bothe, read by Page, Friis Johansen), the sense is: 'we 
must ward off their might as of one with the spirit of wild beasts'. This gives a construction 
to Kparos, but the reply lacks point; and the singular, though possible, is surprising, since the 
sons of Aegyptus have been referred to throughout this exchange in the plural (exo'VTwv has 
also been conjectured). To give the required sense KparEt is needed (with e'xovTas): 

us' Kal jiaTrataov avoortoLv Te Kvoa&AdOv 

cxovTaS' dpyas xpr,} cv,acE(?aac KpareL, 

'we must ward them off by force, as having also the spirit of lewd, wicked beasts'. Danaus 
suggests cunning as the means to victory, his daughters advise brute strength; so in the 
contrary sense Themis-Gaia at P. V. 211 I-2: 

(S' O KaT ltXVV OVOE 7TpOs' TO KapTEpOV 

Xper17 , TOVco V7TEpaXovTas Kparelv. 

For this sense of KpaTreL the model is II. 7. 42: 

Tov AVKoopyos' E7TE?VE UoAW, o?V Tt KpdreL' ye. 

Eum. 502-7 r7TEVEat 8' aAAo' a'AAOOEV, rrpocow- 
voWv ra T')v reX'asa KaKa, 

XAfv V7ToSooCv TE ,'OX~Ov, 
aKea 

' 
ov ar) ata TAa- 

txpov iUzrav rrappTyopel. 

vn6oroaiv M: v7t66vaiv G Tr.: V'rt66aiv F 

Page obelises ra iTC-v, remarking: 'qui aegritudinum levationem quaerit, sua non propin- 
quorum mala promulgat: a (Blass, = 'sua'), ToZS' (Dawe) expectasses'. This is a fair 
point, if rev'Er?Tat means 'one will learn from another the (means to the) cessation and 
lessening of his own sufferings'. But what the words most naturally mean is 'one man will 
learn from another about the cessation of sufferings'. This does not make very good sense; 
why should there be a cessation of sufferings when the Furies are on the war-path ?3 Lloyd- 
Jones renders: 'one shall ask of another ... as he proclaims his neighbour's ills, when shall 
tribulation subside and cease', which does not imply that the cessation is actually taking 
place.4 But 7rvvOdvokatL seems not to be used in this way (with accusative) of 'enquiry about' 

3 Wilamowitz (ed.) took ,o'ZxOcov to be the Furies' with the main difficulty. 
exertions. This is in itself unlikely and does not help 4 So also Mazon, Weir-Smyth. 

T. C. W. STINTON I22 



NOTES ON GREEK TRAGEDY, I 

a state of affairs which does not obtain. It is true that abstract verbal nouns are favoured by 
choral lyric where other writers would use clauses,5 and it would be rash to claim that 
Aeschylus could not have written 7TvvOcaVvEoGLt Aietv 1-tw'XOwv for 7TVVGaVEoOatl El KA4yovct pLo'GoLt. 
But it is certainly stretching the normal usage of rrvvOa6voatsu. 

The model is surely that of a plague or epidemic. Each man seeks rumours of the 

progress of the disease, while he spreads rumours of what he has heard. i'7ro'ol6tv does not 
otherwise occur, nor does i5rro53eo'vat in classical Greek; it is found first in Aristotle meaning 
'give way', the nearest sense to that required being 'decay', of power, in later writers (Aristides, 
Philostratus). Again, it would be rash to deny that Aeschylus could have coined the word 

7rECoats = 'abatement'; but a simple change gives normal Greek. Read ' 
d6ouv, 'in- 

crease', a technical medical term, such as Aeschylus tends to favour in his later plays.6 
Aetv E'& 00oolv 1TE, 'abatement and increase', is then a polar expression for 'progress' (in the 
neutral sense), of the type ro &EpLLoE V Kat bvXpopv = 'temperature', -r tLcUAAov Kal 70OV= 

'degree':7 'one man will learn from another, as he proclaims his neighbour's ills, the pro- 
gress of the troubles, and, poor wretch, consoles with unreliable remedies'. He proclaims 
his neighbour's ills,8 since the plague-stricken are not in a position to proclaim their own; he 
is -Aa4wwv, because these ills are soon to be his, and he will be as little able to help himself with 
his feeble remedies as he can now help others.9 

P. V. 901-5 E/kot 68 OTE LE'V o/LLaAOS 6 yac4os, 
ajbogoS, oV' 6E'&a, 

/L776E KpELgOrVWV GEWV 

EpWs- aoVKTOV O6J4LcL 7TpocY6paKOc t fLE. 

aTo'AE[soS- O'SE y' 6 'TO'AEtL0S, a'rropa 7T6ptL-os, oi6v 

.Xw ILS avl/ yEVOMCLV 

OrTe Arnaldus] 0"Tt oi3 6b0ta itq&'] 6v (e 6e6ta, 1d1 Headlam: ifrpv, &6Va 68? 'ut Page Oed3v del. Musgrave, Epw; del. 
Schultz: -PO- ) /t... :rpoaapKot Page 

Apart from &irt, which Arnaldus corrected, fault is found with the paradosis in 901I-2 as 
follows: (i) tautology and (2) asyndeton of a"oolos, o' &E'8ta; (3) tq& adversative after a 

negative (GP I93). We may add (4) the successive syncopated bicipitia O'llaAos 6' ya4tos-, 
a(/,o/3s, oi) u uu u uu uu u-, normal in dochmiac or cretic-paeonic metres but avoided in 
iambics.'0 In 902-3, (a) any intelligible colometry in 902 seems to give too many syllables 
in 903; (b) the internal accusative G'ttita is surprising: the syntax in itself is acceptable, but 
oGijsa, unlike the similar formations flAE/tcua, &'pyjua, is not used to mean 'glance', the verbal 
action."1 

Tautology in asyndetic pairs is not in itself remarkable in Aeschylus, though this unsym- 

Cf. F. Dornseiff, Pindars Stil, 1921 
; 86. 

6 W. B. Stanford, Aeschylus in his Style, I942, 55. 
This use of polar opposites to denote the range of 

possibilities in between is akin to the type in S. Ant. 
'109 t'T W, 

' 
dtovea, o r' 6'zrrc oi x' dr6vre;, i.e. 

'everyone', examined by Wilamowitz on H.F. I io6. 
8 For Tda TCOv -rEiaa KaKa' as opposed to Ta OtKe Ta KaKa', 

others' troubles as opposed to one's own, cf. Hdt. 

7.I52, 2 Ern'crTayat TS xoaoi5Tov htt Eti ntavTE avOpwiroe 
T oitKta KaKa e; /searov avvEvetKatEv a' ci)AadaoOr t 
flovAU1Z8evot TOOtL :rA?Grt'oLtL, tEYKVipaVTEg aiv E; TI T6V 

'dIAag KaKaU ora7taaiw EKarOTot aVTx6)v dtoqcpotiaTo 
O7ZtctW Ta Etar)veiKavTo; E. ft. 322 N2. 

9 F. Wieseler, Coniectanea in Aeschyli Eumenides, 
1839, io8, also read Eitooatv, which he thought was 
implied by the scholion adEi Ta' da'AAAuWv daKoVSaovTat Kai 
OV vn'cxIETat KaKO-)v dvavaavort, and would account for the 
alternative explanation 6ta&oxZ'v. He renders 'acces- 

sio, incrementum', derives )LiLtv from ).ayZavw, and 
paraphrases: 'audient . . . initium et successionem 
laborum'. I find this very hard. 

Hermann read .no&Sortv, effugium. But if this goes 
with :7Iccacxat (as in his text), the sense 'will ask about' 
is again required; if with napilyopCov (as he suggests in 
his note: finem effugiumque laborum . . . frustra pro 
solatio adhibens), the sense effugium does not quite fit. 

10 A. M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama2, 
1968, 73 (= LMGD). 

11 Such usages as KaT' i0yIta, -'v oJetYaatv are irrele- 
vant, as can be seen from e.g. Pers. 81 KVaVCoOV 6' 
0/1/Iart )etjacrwv 990pv10 &vpylta 6paKoVTog, E. Or. 1020-1 

6$; a' Moora' eTv 0UaIIatv I navvaxxta'T qVpp6ao0tv. In 
Pho. 293 yo0VVnETe6 ; 9pa; npoorntvTw a', adva$, cited 
with our passage in K.-G. i 321, npornitvw governs 

~pa; in the first place, cf. Hel. 947. E. Forberg 
(Abhandlung tiber no'6a f3aivetv und ahnliche Strukturen im 
Griechischen, Coburg, 850o, 9) explained ijz ia here on 
the analogy of nro5a f3aivw and other expressions with 
noOa, which has no verbal force either; but this 

peculiar idiom with z66a is quite common, and its 
extension unwarranted. 
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metrical pair is surprising. However, neither looks like a gloss: a'o%os is clearly not a 
glossator's word, and SE'8La is not a standard gloss, though it occurs (Z Pers. 702); we should 
expect ov qof3ovLcat if anything.12 Adversative /t8r after the negative is more serious. A 

comparable example occurs at S. El. I31-3, 
o0ta' Te Kal vvtr)fL, Trao', ov TtL /LE 

)vyy7avet, 08' EOE'Aco rrpoAtrrEZv TraCe, 

where ovSe must be adversative. The sequence is similar to P. V. 90-2, in that ov;8 can be 

regarded as contrasting with a preceding positive statement (olta) rather than its negative 
restatement (ov iI' ILE bvyyadveL), which is not quite so difficult13. But ovo8 there means 'and 

yet', 'and still', cf. E. Bacch. 758 trrp E'qepov, ovS' EKatev. Adversative ovoe answering Lev is 
not found outside Homer, and rq8e, an adversative prohibition after a LtEv clause, would be 
harder still. 

The metrical problem, which most remedies ignore, is equally intractable. Biceps 
before syncopation in iambics can be ruled out.14 aoflos ov 0ESta cannot plausibly be taken 
as dochmiac; isolated dochmiacs do occur (e.g. S. Phil. 1113), but very rarely. Nor is 
3 + 

uu 
cr , 8 any more likely.15 In any case, we should not expect to find dochmiacs in 

the epode to a strophe in d.-e. e`/o S8' 'TE cannot be a resolved bacchius; this only occurs 
when bacchiac metre is strongly indicated, e.g. Trach. 218, E. Tro. 564 (LMGD 74). 

If /qSe is impossible, the adversative must belong to E'Sta, and ov is also wrong. Of the 
remedies suggested, Hermann's a'qolos, aA'a ae'Sa, tu)r (with subj.) gives good sense, but does 

nothing to explain the corruption; Headlam's o'v 4e 'eS'a, Lr) (with opt.) is neat, but the 
inverted relative, with E'pws as antecedent, is rather artificial. Neither of these in itself deals 
with the metrical problem. Page's a'of/os e'bv, SE'La 8e ytr (with opt.; subj. seems desirable) 
alone16 solves all the difficulties. We might also go back to the corrupt o' and write EpoL 8' 
o7rov17 (misread as o'tov, then ov displaced, causing trouble in the next line), followed by 
e.g. a'o/3os o'SE, e'8ta 8e Ir/). There are then various possibilities; but Page's solution is the 
most elegant so far proposed. 

There is now, however, a problem in 902-3. If TrpocropaKot uE is written plena scriptura, 
there are two extra syllables. We can dispense (i) with E'pws, which has the apparent 
advantage of eliminating the internal accusative o'G,ka; but this difficulty is not a real one, as 
a'cVK-rov oi"tLa can stand in apposition to E"pws); or (2) with OeJ)v, cf. P. 0. IO, 39-40 VE?KOS 8E 

Kpeaaov9Wv a7Tro0eoe a7ropov, Jr. 10, 72 XaAEEra S' "pLs JvOpdn7ros oJUltAEZV KpeaaovWov, both in a 

strikingly similar context (drrodAeios o'S' y' go rd6Aotos). Or we can remove the syllable at the 

end, by moving /LE (/rU tLE Platnauer; E'p ,u' Page) or by simply eliding 7rpoaSpacoc ,t'; the 

unhandy period of 9 metral8 could perhaps be divided at E'pws I acLvKTov, with sense-pause (on 
my interpretation) given by the apposition.19 On balance I prefer to excise OEJv, which 

impairs the universality of the chorus' fears;20 but again there are various possibilities. 

12 The omission of 6e6ta, not ov (el6ta, in H does not 
seem significant; see R. D. Dawe, The Collation and 

Investigation of Manuscripts of Aeschylus, I964, 139. 
13 J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles2, 1954, 9I1 

(= GP). 
14 Possible instances can be scanned in other ways, 

e.g. Cho. 152-3 leTE daKpv Kavaxe; dOdoevov O&dAo/vot 
5eazoTra, giving u^u I U^u if t is long in I'eT; but it is 

probably short, so that the rhythm is trochaic (so 
Wilamowitz, Schroeder, Kraus); E. Bacch. 578 T'; 

O&(, T;S nodev 6 K2ECa(5o0 | avd C' EKadeaev eVlOV, 

possibly uu u - uuu uu uu u uu u-u-, 
but better interpreted as uu u - uu u uu u uu 

trochees (so Wilamowitz, Griechische Verskunst, 192I, 
580 [= GV]). 

15 E. Bacch. I 70 is best taken as 2 ia.; so Dodds, 
Schroeder. 

16 ov qPdfoq (Dawe) still leaves biceps followed by 
syncopated long. 

17 Hermann suggested etuol 6 y' ore, a most 

unlikely combination of particles, cf. GP I55. 
18 8 metra is the longest period found in Pindar 

(P. Mass, Greek Metre [tr. Lloyd-Jones], 1962, para. 
65 [= GM]), which gives a reasonable guide for 

tragedy. 
19 See C.Q. 27, 1977. 
20 Cf. the opening stanza, and Pindar ll.cc.; though 

the opposition mortals/gods is certainly meant here, 
despite the Oceanids' status, as it is in N. 10, 72. 
Wilamowitz is right to insist (in his edition) that they 
are thought of as girls not goddesses, but wrong to 
infer that OeCov need signify irrelevant gradations of 
divine rank. 

S. Trach. 86-93 r/. aAA' eltlt, jIr77rep' el SE 0eraarcoWV e)W 

/3a$tv Kari78r) T(jV8E, KaV 7T aAal 7api. 

T. C. W. STINTON I24 
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vvv O f6 vvrrlOl 7TTotOS OVK Ea wraTpos 
pdgLs 7rpoTapPelv ovos oseqIacvev dlyav. 

vvv 8 ws 6vvlr`JLL, oVlEV EAAEI'oW T-r7O t) 
7rrTav rrvOEcrOat r-Sv8' dXrA0etav rrepL. 

X71. XaPt vvv, v L) 7rat' Kal yap va6repa, TO y' Ev 

7Tpd?l E7T?L TV 'otTO, KEp8OS' EL7TOAd. 7rpaoortv E7rEL 7rvo0L70, KEpOS /Tro;a. 

88-9 secl. Hermann: post 91 traiecit Brunck, vvv 6' in dAA' mutato vvv: ,rplv Wakefield 'e: ela Vauvilliers. 

The paradosis, though accepted by Longo,21 cannot stand. vvv o . . . VK a cannot mean 
'but as it was (before I knew these facts) .. .'; it must mean 'but as it is (in the present circum- 

stances), his characteristic fortune does not allow us to fear for him', which makes no sense in 
the context. We must therefore transpose, excise or emend 88-9. 

(I) Transposition fails, because (a) Hyllus then ends on a note of consolation, which is 
out of key at the end of this scene of mounting anxiety; (b) if 88-9 follows 90-I, with vvv 8' 

changed to aAA' (Brunck), Deianeira's reply XWPEL vvv, c 7rrat no longer picks up his last 

words. (2) 88-9 should not be excised, since the phrase do Svvr 6r/s TorT/Los is not only striking 
in itself but thematically important. It recurs in the parodos as part of the chorus' consola- 
tion: despite Heracles' sea of troubles, some god always keeps him afloat (I 12-21). This 

objection does not indeed go home against Hermann and Kamerbeek, who think that 88-9 
and 90-I are examples of the author-variants they see elsewhere in this play: Sophocles first 
made Hyllus end with 88-9, then substituted 90-I. But apart from the general implausi- 
bility of this view Sophocles is unlikely to have made Hyllus end with 89, since although XWOPEL 

vvv, c 7raT might then perhaps look back to dAA' PEyT, jTrEp in 8i, he will again end on the 

wrong note, with a consolation. (3) Vauvillier's e'la is easy and necessary (I do not know 
why Longo should think the imperfect weak and pedestrian): vvv 8' . . . OVK e'ta then does 
mean 'as it was' (before I knew these facts). But can vvv SE 'but now' (in the present 
situation) follow immediately afterwards? 

It is not enough to distinguish between the dialectical and temporal uses of vvv 8e (Jebb, 
Radermacher, Longo), or to point to other repetitions of vvv oE or Kat vvv. The closest 
parallel, cited by Jebb, is El. I334-5, where the Paedagogos says: 'If I had not been keeping 
guard, your plans would have been known in the palace before you entered it yourselves; 
but as it was (vvv be) I took precautions. And now (Kal vvv) ... go inside'. The essential 
difference here is that vvv 8E, though doubtless dialectical, refers to the same actual, present 
situation as KaLL vvv; whereas in our passage the second vvv SE refers to the situation which 
actually obtains, the first to a situation which no longer obtains, a sequence impossibly hard 
to understand if the same phrase is used to introduce both. Other examples quoted by 
Longo are of equally little use. The first vvv SE must therefore be emended. Wakefield 
considered aAAa, but rightly preferred Trpiv o8E: it is more precise, and accounts better for the 
corruption. Wakefield himself wrote rpilv 8' . . . OVK a, which is not good enough; the 

combination of the two conjectures to give 
TrpLv 8' o sVVrO67rS T7oTorLO OVK eL'a 7rarpos 

,ias ' 
TrporapCLpe ovE OEtatV?LLEtv acyav 

is due to Campbell, who never emended without good reason. 

Trach. 97-9 rovro KapV^ac TO v 'AAKLt- 
vas, 7To0L fLOl rr660t LtOt 7raTt 

vaLLet 7TOT . . . 

- I06-8 OV7TOT EVVaL.E?lV a?aLKpV- 

Orv /3AEXapwv 7ToOov, aAAa 

ev.Ltva TOv . . . 

n60i Oot O na;] n60t naca; Tricl.: n6Ot uot Wunder. 

21 0. Longo, Commento linguistico alle Trachinie di Sofocle, I968. 
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I summarise briefly the reasons why dAAa should not be written plena scriptura as in Pear- 
son's text. 

(I) Brevis in longo or hiatus, or both together, normally22 indicate period-end in lyric 
verse. Periods so determined, being metrical units, are the same for all repetitions of the 
metrical scheme. Period-end always coincides with word-break, and elision, which implies 
synaphea, is not permitted. 
(2) In the lyrics of tragedy, period-end coincides with pause. 'Pause' in this restricted 
sense means that the break cannot be preceded by a prepositive (e.g. the article, some 

conjunctions such as Kat, Js, etc.) or followed by a postpositive (enclitics, semi-enclitics).23 
Some words not strictly in these categories may be so reckoned for this purpose, as they 
seem to be treated in the same say, e.g. dAAa, oiVS.24 

(3) In Pindar, who is in general less strict than the dramatists about the coincidence of 

period-end and sense-pause (in the wider use of the term), there are a few exceptions to (2).25 
In the lyrics of tragedy there are very few such exceptions, and some of those can be justified 
or are suspect on other grounds. They are: 
A. Suppl. 781-2 aloaros (or alSvos) s I| KOVS ... oAolav 790-I Xpt,iqOtlvat Xpot' I 'rporrap 
... A primafacie instance. cs and Xpo'i are both due to conjecture (at oaocos, XpoZv M), but 
seem inevitable. The sense-break at Xpot makes lengthening z before -rp- most improb- 
able (see Barrett on E. Hipp. 760). 
S. O.T. I128-20 (do)8potxaL yap ds | rrepiaXh' laKXEcv EK CrTo0adrcov (vOpotxat Seidler), giving no 
pause at uC to match brevis in longo at 1208, is shown to be correct by the sense. TrepLaA/a is 
sound (Oedipus' grief is 'preeminent'), but 1aKXE'ctO E:K a-roptTdrv is not Greek, and Burges' lav 

Xeov is necessary; then os is exclamatory and must come first. Read therefore uo ov'potau \ 
7TrepaA' tav XE.WV EK UTOaLrov, as proposed by Lloyd-Jones (JHS 85, 1 965, I 68), who points out 
that Burges' conjecture derives fresh support from the papyrus reading in Hipp. 584 (Pap. 
Oxy. 2224). 

Trach. 5I0-12 'AXEAOos a7r' Olvta&dv, o 8e BaKXia a7r0ro 

AX0 TE raXlvTova 9 'gas' 
To'a . . . Tvaorwv. 

The phrase 'AxEA)OS a7r' OlvtaSav shows that a7ro does not go closely with Wji0A. Heracles has 
not just come from Thebes, any more than Achelous has come from Oeniadae; it is his home 
town, regularly mentioned in the announcement of contestants by the herald, cf. S. El. 693-4. 
The break between a'rro and @9/3aS is made easier by the preceding epithet.26 So too in Phil. 
184-5 TrrKTKIv r) Aaaiwv JLeTra I OrjpJv, and cf. Aj. 425 x6ovos oAo'vTr' 77ro I 'EAAavt'8os (see ad 
loc. in Part II). 
O.C. 684-5 o' re I Xpvaavy,?s KpOKOS. Here lengthening before XP- is perhaps made possible by 
the close coherence of the word-group (cf. Barrett, l.c.). So too in 
E. Or. 839-40 'T? | Xpvor?o7qvTrcv xapE'wv (the lengthening is required if the verse ends with a 
choriambus, as is probable; see G V 212). 
O.C. 692-3 ov8(e) I d Xpvadvwto 'Aq>po8ira (0), is the only metrical reading offered by codd. 

(oti' av XpvadvtoS L, oVve xpvadvtoa A); but read oEv' a' I d Xpvuavtos (so Pearson, Dain).27 

22 There are a few apparent instances of brevis in 

longo in mid-verse in Pindar (see Snell3, ii, 173). 
Hiatus at interjections and in correptio Attica are of 
course irrelevant. 

23 For further definition and illustration of these 
terms see Maas, GM para. I35. 

24 There is some inevitable circularity in the 
argument here. Fraenkel, arguing from the displace- 
ment of iv from its normal position as second in the 
sentence in e.g. aAA' OVcK av, has suggested that some 

conjunctions function as 'Kurzkola' and stand out- 
side the sentence they introduce ('Kolon und Satz, 
II', NGG Phil.-Hist. 1933, 341 n. = Kl. Beitr. i I I 7 n I, 
I2o n.5; 'Nachtrage zu "Kolon und Satz, II" ', Kl. 
Beitr. 135); but this is not meant, in its context, to 

imply that there is any kind of sense-pause after such 
'Kurzkola'. A less artificial approach, perhaps, is 
that of A. C. Moorhouse (Studies in the Greek Negative, 
1959, 85), who says of such combinations as daid aT, 
where /I) is displaced from its normal position of 
first in the sentence, that since adAA must always come 
first, /tr comes as early as possible and can therefore 
be regarded as having its normal position. 

25 Listed in Snell, I.c. n. I, Maas, I.c. n. 2. 
26 'A preposition placed between adjective and 

substantive loses something of its prepositional 
character', Maas, l.c. 

27 Not ov d' 6| Xpvaadvto;, with Elmsley's 0ealc for 
0eiati in 680, which gives successive ancipitia. 
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E. Aic. 218 0EJOV I yap 
- 

232 E'v I aart. The sense is sound but the rule infringed in both 

places, which is scarcely credible; see Dale ad loc. 
Andr. 833-4 SfjAa Ka' I potoavt 837-8 aiv EpEe'? I ( (J). Undoubtedly corrupt, since 

the elision infringes rule (i). (See ad loc. in Part II). 
Suppi. 992 alOE'Pi, I ?= io05 (-rixa SE' /tot eVVa7TTEt 7TOso'S) aAAa' 7rs I EVKAEtad. 7rxa ... 

7T"O&'g is not Greek; read iro'gs aAAaycasg (cf. Collard's note, and see ad loc. in Part II). 
Hec. 469 E'v I &aLL&LAE'ccl 478 SOpI' Ap-ES I 'ApydWv. A different colometry is possible (see 
ad loc. in Part II). 
Tro. 1305-6 Kat I XEpul = 1320-i acOE'pa a 'rTov. A prima facie instance, but easily m-en- 
ded (see ad loc. in Part II). 
Or. 989-90 TEOPU7T7rO/LapovtL uTo'A HE'A00,b OTE I7TEACLYEUL 8LtE&'pEvuE. The lyric character of 
the trimeter is marked by lack of caesura, but an ordinary dialogue trimeter follows. In 

dialogue, enjambement of some conjunctions is not uncommon (cf. Maas, GM para. 136), 
and the same licence may apply here. Otherwise i-T' E'v is an easy change (07roTE Tricl.). 
Rhes. 461 7Co [tot I 'AXtAElS 827 /L?7 bOC I K-Lot ... S As in AiC. 218/232, the sense is 
sound but the rule infringed in both places. Wilamowitz (GV 587) reads 7rT5s p-oL TO o5 

E"yXos 'AXLtAAEV, perhaps rightly; 'synaphea in hoc carmine mire neglecta', Murray. 
These exceptions are so few as to confirm the rule and make any infringement suspect. 

aAAa' must therefore be elided, and one syllable must go from the strophe: 7raZs- or the second 

Ctot. Most editors follow Triclinius in retaining 7raZsr, as an instance of a rare but idiomatic 
type of relative attraction,28 to which the closest parallels are: E. HF 840 yvL Ct~v -cv "Hpas 

togs E'rT alTcO Xo'Aos-, Phaetkon 62 (Diggle) TO1's- uor's EAE')4W, piTEP, EL ou0EZS Ao'yot, fr. I039N 
Opcig T74O'V Ev'TpaiTrE~ov 'g 778vS* /iosx In all these the word attracted into the nominative which 
completes the antecedent comes at the end, so that a normal accusative would give a normal 
order with no interlacing. Similar, but with the antecedent complete and an attribute 
attracted, is Ar. Ran. 43-I KAaCE KaKEKpayE I E3LO Ert 'u-rTtV avabAV'u-rTtos, WhieS 

Phil 54950 IKOvuaL TOVS vaiVTaLg OTt cIOrot 7Ta'VTrES ELEV oL vEvavUrTOKqKo'TEs (oUvvvEvaLvUTOA-JKO'TES- 

Dobree) comes close to the common oll8a orE &'rT-nS Et' pattern. Interlacing occurs with a 
related but quite distinct type of hyperbaton, in which the word which completes the ante- 
cedent is attracted into the relative clause, but retains its original case despite the immediate 
grammatical context; e.g. Rhes. 848 bLOA0'VTC0V JAv oui 7ToAE,LU'Wv AE'yEtS, Ion 1 307T7) a-r)V Ou7)0V Orov 

/TEU EflT VOVOETEL. Similar is D36 t4TCXAag' EyKaAEuaLS ctpyvptov apt~s rr5s at s 
E&L)KEV~ E'KEW`i) &U0XtA1atS- -rots TrOVTOV 7rat8otS. 

Track. 9 7 q-8 Kapveat Tv3v 'AAKIL4VJS 
' 

. 7ro'Ot 7TaZS vaciEt iS of the first type, but differs in its 
interlaced order, which is elsewhere found only in the second. Whether this difference is 
significant is hard to tell. All the examples are from iambics, and it might be that in lyrics 
a greater freedom was permitted.2 Certainly the scholion AEL'7TEL To' 7TctZ&L is not evidence 
for a text without ratZg, though it shows how easily 7ratg could have intruded. It is true that, 
as Wunder pointed ou,0 i0'tro ~'tro is a type of repetition favoured by Sophocles. 
But it is also true that pronouns are sometimes wrongly repeated in Sophoclean mnss.: e.g. 
Phil. I1I78 OiAa ttiot #Aa ~ttot 'raf-a G: ObtAa (Lot otAa TaiIOTa rell., Phil. 832 Wt't pot i'o~t [ot Q 
tot W't piot rell., Phil. 8i6 LE`'OES /pE FLE`'OES /iE GRQ: LE`OEs- fLE`ES (LE rell.; cf. O.C. 1099, Track. 
1023 (repeated di.3 So although the abnormal syntax gives some slight ground for rejecting 
7TraZs- here, palaeographical probability gives a stronger indication that /lot is the intruder. 

Trach. 96-102 "'AAtov, -AAtov at'T6o 

TOOTO Kap13-eat Tr5V 'AAKp-q 
vas5, 7T06Ot (Lot 7ToOGt (LOt 

vaitEt 7TOT , CO Aap7rp6. UTEP07Td~ (fAEY)/OGWV, 

i)To-a5 'tA65vas-, i 

&uuroaZutv ad7TE1potS KAtGEL'S, 

Et7Tr 0 C KPaiTLUTEVW0V KaLT o a 

28 For this and the following type of hyperbaton, 30 Ad loc. and on O. T. 1216 (his I1192). 

see K.-G. ii 579, Anm. 4. 31 I owe these examples to Mrs3 P. E. Easterling. 
29 I owe this point to Mr R. Mayne. 
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Lloyd-Jones has shown32 that the paradosis cannot be just a variation of 'is he on sea or 
land ?', since KAOEsIt cannot mean 'situated', Staoalaav drrEpots cannot mean 'within the two 

continents', and av3Awcvas must mean 'channels'. He sees an allusion to the Pillars of Heracles, 
on which their architect is leaning (KAlOEL's), so that the sense is 'is he on the east (the channels 
of Pontus, i.e. the Bosporus) or the west?', as the scholiast took it. This bold and attractive 
interpretation has been widely accepted, and is, as he says, the only sense the Greek as it 
stands can be made to yield.33 It may be right. But the picture of a colossal Heracles 
bestriding the straits of Gibraltar, though far from 'grotesque',34 does not fit the entirely 
human, if heroic, stature of Heracles in this play,35 and seems to me out of place in an ode of 
consolation for the anxious wife. 

The prototype of the standard36 question 'where is he, on land or sea ?', is Od. iii 88-90 
ov ydp tsl S vvarat adfaQa EIETTILEV E770TTTo0' O^oAEV, 

El O ye EO7I 77fTrELpov Odacir dvSpdactL vaoeveecatv, 
ElTr KaL Elv 7TEArrdyEt Fera Kv'jaLtvL 'Attohrpl+r,s. 

Similarly in A.R. 4, 440 ff., of the angry Aeetes searching for Medea: 

SEtva S 7TravTrl rapdaoXESOV r7Trve Aa), 
EL fIr7 Ol KOVp7V ravTaypeTov, 77 ava yalav, 

rrAT7rIjs EVpovrES ETr' elV dAoS olS3tatcL vfca, 

deOVoJLV. 

She must be found, wherever she is hiding, on land or sea. Hermann compared with this 
passage a fragment of Sophocles' Scythians (549P): 

Kpr7rtvovs re Kalt arpayyas 77' ETraKrTas 
avXA6vas, 

and suggested that it refers to the same situation: these are the places where Medea might 

32 C.Q.2 4, I954? 91 if. Professor Lloyd-Jones 
does not accept the following criticism of his interpre- 
tation, though he endorses the arguments in n. 33. 

33 P. Janni, in a survey of some uses of Ki,vo/Lat in 
Homer and later poetry (Quaderni Urbinati 3, I967, 
7-25), claims that KAitOi; here can mean 'situated'. 
He shows that there are various models underlying 
the uses of KiYvo/Uat, and that the senses 'leaning on', 
'resting on', 'lying on' which underlie the relevant 

examples of KeKAlu/Evo; are sometimes so watered 
down that it means no more than Ketrevog, situated in 
or on; e.g. Od. 4.608 al O' dai KEK)iaTat (of islands, 
cf. Od. 9.25 Eiv dAt KeTTat), Theogn. I216 K,K2t/JtEvr 

7E(56t) (ofa city), II. IO.472 0yovi KE:K:LTO (of weapons). 
II. 5.709 Ai'4v K:CKitLJLVOS and P. 0. I, 92 'AATpeov no'ip) 
KiLOei 'situated near' (of persons), which come 
closest to KitOEi; here as it is usually understood, are 
extensions of the 'weak' use, as Jebb saw. (In II. 

15.740 ztrVTO) KeK)tt8evot, of the Greeks fighting on the 

shore, the military use of KAitvofat 'give way' may be 

operative, cf. II. I6.68). But Janni does not meet the 
main difficulty: that the sense 'resting on', 'leaning 
on' underlying these personal uses cannot, however 
much it is watered down, apply in Trach. ioI, 
because 6Lraalatv dneipot; denotes the area within 
which Heracles is to be found, not a particular place 
near which he is situated; and the analogy of islands 
a 0O' diA KEKiaXaL cannot be invoked to justify some 
such paraphrase as ev ZXpaOc KEtijEV0o because 
Heracles, like Mr King's Regulus, was not a feature 
of the landscape. The same holds if with marginal 
change we read 6tlaaia; Ev deitpot;. Nor does it 

help to take ev drteipot; with valet, since KAtiOei will 
then have a positive sense 'laid' or 'having reclined', 
which suits Phaedra (E. Hipp. I 4) but not Heracles. 
In other words, the fact that KeKAtLietvo; sometimes 
means Kei/ltevo; is irrelevant to Trach. Ioi, because 
KeJLait is not normally used of persons except in 

special circumstances, e.g. if they are ill or dead. 

Lloyd-Jones's interpretation alone gives KilOei; its 

proper force. Otherwise we must assume that 

Sophocles has completely misunderstood and mis- 

applied the Homeric usage. 
34 A. Y. Campbell, PCPS 183, 1954-5, 2. 
35 So the exchange with Atlas is not mentioned as a 

feat of strength (its inclusion at E. H.F. 403-7 does 
not clash with Heracles' human stature in that play, 
because the ode is a set-piece encomium, with the 
canonical labours). The Gigantomachy is mentioned 

(1059), but then giants were often thought of simply 
as rather large warriors, as the vases show (cf. F. Vian, 
La guerre des geants, I952, i6, 51-6; West on Hes. Th. 

50); monsters like Enceladus were dealt with by gods. 
Heracles is not to be thought of as a god in the Trachi- 
niae, least of all in this ode, where his safety depends 
on divine help. 

36 I do not mean that the question 'is he in the 
east or west?' is impossible, particularly after the 
reference to the sun's rising and setting at the begin- 
ning of the stanza, but merely that 'where is he, on 
land or sea?' is typical in such a context. With 
Heracles, there is a special point, as his labours 
involve both; cf. e.g. Trach. o112, E. H.F. 225 f., 
P. I. 4.40. 
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be hiding. av'Avas here means 'creeks', 'inlets'. Now in Euripides' Peirithous (GLP i, 
p. 124, 30-I)37 Heracles says of the labour of Cerberus: 

ToLov31 IXVevcV TrpayoS EvpWMrrrs KVK\KA( 

'Acaias T?E rd(car,s ES wvXoS E'Ar)AvOa. 

Page translates Es !vXovs 'to the farthest ends' of Europe and all Asia.38 The passage 
touches Trach. Ioo-I at several points: the context of the labours; the all-embracing two 
continents; and tvXot corresponding with avAJJVEs. KALOE4S still defies translation.39 But 

putting these passages together, we can see what it has displaced: 
LSucrcraZs v da7eLpols KpviEtS. 

Heracles, in some corner of earth or sea, is hidden from the eyes of men, but not from the 
Sun, Kpa-rTrTevWv KaTi o-Y'ia. KALOE'IS for KpvfEt's is an easy phonetic error. 

Trach. I6-21 ovToW 3?e ov Ka3oLoyevrj 
TpEbEt?, TO 3 av?et f3o6rov 

roAv'r,ovov wa7TrEp 7re'Aayos- 7TOV7T VOV Cr7WoTEP "aYOS 
Kprjnaov. dAAaa rt? 0?E)v 

altv ava uTrAa'KTrov 'FAt- 
8a opE o0oLWY EOVpVKEL. 

TpeqPet] CaTPeet Reiske 

/3LOTOV . . . Kpacrtov must be taken together, 'as it were a Cretan sea of life's troubles'; fitLroV 

7rot;rrovov cannot of itself be substantival,40 and the article cannot be taken in hyperbaton 
with rroAvrrovov. Then on the face of it 7ov Ka8JLoyevrj is the object, 7rehaayoS the subject of both 
verbs. What then is the construction of ro SE, and what is the meaning of the verbs ? 

Since Kv/-aTra have been central in the preceding simile, it might appear that KVLla can be 
understood with rO Se, sc. rO ukEv (KvJcOLa) before rpe`Iet, with a common ellipse (e.g. E. H.F. 
636 EXovutv, o; 8' ovi; see GP i66). But such an ellipse of To fEv is only possible when there 
is a strong contrast between the verbs. It might be said that there is one here: vpeEet- 
'encompass' (Campbell), i.e. to his detriment, cf. E. Hipp. 367 7TO'Vot TPpeCovTes pporovs, 

fr. 59IN 3'cKEtL 8E TroS Ev tLolpa vaaCatEplas-, Tovs 8' oA/3os' j^V; av't = 'exalt'. But since 
TpELEtv and av`iEiv, though not strictly synonyms, are often found complementing each other 

(e.g. Plat. Rep. 565c, Tim. 82d), this contrast would hardly be intelligible. Others have 
taken ro 8e adverbially, 'encompasses, while it exalts' (Campbell), cf. e.g. Thuc. I.107, 7.48. 
But again contrast is needed between the verbs. Moreover the following aAAa, 'but some god 
always keeps him from stumbling', implies that the previous sentence has been negative in 
content, so that ro 8' av'iE must be parenthetical, 'while it exalts him'; but the adversative 
still follows rather awkwardly, and in any case it is Heracles' safety, not his glory, that now 
interests Deianeira. These difficulties also make against Macro's ingenious interpretation 
(see n. 40). -rpeeLt, he rightly insists, means 'feeds'. The sense then is: trouble is Heracles' 

daily bread, though it increases his stature; yet some god always saves him from death. 
This gives excellent sense to TpetEL. But TrpEEt and av'`E, are too close in meaning to give 

37 Greek Literary Papyri, i, ed. D. L. Page (Loeb), 
1942 -= Select Literary Papyri, iii, I950 = Pap. Oxy. 
2078. 

38 Rightly, I think, though the sense is not cer- 
tainly attested elsewhere. The meaning of E. Cycl. 
291 yq Eiv 'EAdUoo; tivzolS is unclear. R. A. S. 
Seaford suggests (C.Q. 25, 1975, 204) that the ovXoli 
which Heracles visited are caves: he is looking for a 
way down to Hell. In E. H.F. 400 f., novTia; 
0' dio& tivXo6V eiaefatlve, OvarolT yairyElav tOecl 
epeTluol;, tUVXOo; could mean 'depths' (Wilamowitz, 
Parmentier), but might again mean 'farthest recesses', 
cf. P. N. 3, 23-5. 

39 In Theognis 855-6, 945-6 Kitvoiuat is used 
metaphorically of a ship off course (= 'deviate'), 
which might suggest 'having turned aside' for 
KitOei; here, cf. adCoKtiv (intr.) at Xen. Anab. 
I .2, 16, Theocr. 1.130. But the simple verb could 
hardly mean this without some more precise comple- 
ment, as at O.C. I93 jtrKeT ot ov~e . . . flprtaro; eo 

:nd6a KiAVrl;. 
40 Anthony Macro, in a note on the passage (AJP 

94, I973, I-3) cites examples of genitives with 
neuter plural adjectives used substantivally without 
the article, e.g. Ant. 1209-I0, but I doubt if these are 
enough to establish the singular use. 
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the required contrast for r6 Se: if avi'E is positive in sense, so too must TrpEtE be positive, and 
this makes the following aAAa even harder to understand.4l 

Masaracchia42 adduced several passages of Homer in which daE'Ev and cognates of 

TpEEWtv were used of waves 'built up' by wind or sea (Ii. 1.307 7rpo'6 KV!La; II. 15.625 Kv,La 

avEl?orpEbEs-; 15.618, Od.3.290 KVJLTard rE rpoqoevTa; I O.93 adETro Kvta), and suggested that 

Sophocles, relying on these passages, is here comparing Heracles to a wave. I find his 
conclusion far-fetched, and the lack of contrast is still a difficulty; but the line of argument is 
attractive. We might also compare A. Sept. 758-60: 

KaKCV O' coarep OaAacrora KVC' ayEL, 
rT /ELV 7TLTvov, cAAo o' dapeL, 

TplXaAov, On KaL r7ept rrpv'yvav 7rcoAEWcU KaXAaCEL. 

Kv/a could perhaps be introduced as the object of TrpebE, av;EL by reading ov'Tco S 7O KaSto- 
yEVEL (sc. ,To t?v KviLa) TrpebL, etc. But again lack of contrast precludes the ellipse. There 
seems to be no solution along these lines. 

Reiske's aTrpEEL( 'whirls back', 'twists aside' has been widely adopted. This does give a 
contrast (Jebb introduced the same contrast by conjecture at O.C. I454-5), though Tr $' av':tE 
must still be a parenthetical reference to the glory of Heracles' exploits. But the sense 

required for aTrpe,bE is not easy. In E.fr. 540N (ev, ra rTyv evSalqovoavrcov W rdS a O-TpEbEL 
0Oos, it means 'upset', 'overturn', which is not wholly appropriate here, though Hartung so 
understood it. Something like 7rdAtv (rpe`9EL is really needed to give the sense required. 

Is av'{et rather than rpe'EL the corrupt word ? Kamerbeek suggested the noun av' (or 
av'?Et), but this is a prosaic word, and can hardly be understood to mean 'with the effect of 

increasing him'; nor is adAA then intelligible. The clue is perhaps given by the use of 
aleEtv as a gloss on TrpCEbE at 2 28, ? E. Hec. 232; avEL may be a gloss here which has 

replaced some other word. In such cases there is not much hope of retrieving the original, 
since it need not be graphically similar to what has displaced it. Something like TrpEL rTO' 

alEt irov 7roAvrovove . . treAayos would make adequate sense and give mAA its full force: 
'as for Heracles, this perpetual sea of troubles is his daily bread; yet some god always keeps 
him alive'.43 But this is merely a possibility, and the passage must be left as a crux. 

Trach. 122-3 cv ETrrtLLE/oL/eVYaS d- 

seta /EV, avrTa S' o'oacw. 

There are three difficulties. (I) The /eEv-clause is elliptical; (2) 7Sv5 cannot apparently 
have its normal sense; (3) there is no real contrast such as ev . . . Se should indicate. Jebb 
comments: 'The difficulty of dJela is not the construction, which, if harsh, is quite possible; 
"I will counsel in a pleasant vein" (the adj. used adverbially), "though the counsel is 

41 Macro (I.c.) anticipates these objections (a) by 
distinguishing between the senses of ,pecpGtv and 
aiOetv: 'Aristotle defines the function of :poqvj as the 
maintenance of the "being" of a living creature, 
whereas the increasing of the bulk of whatever has 

"being" is the function of TO av3rxtKOcv (growth- 
promotion)'. But TpeqPetv and aOielv are in general 
complementary rather than contrasted; they are both 

aspects of alere. Certainly h. Cer. 233-5 dyia6v viov 
. . . EpeYegv ev !ceyapotg' 6 6'daeeo 6atljovt liaog, 
which he quotes, does not support his contention. 

(b) He follows H. Schiitz (Sophokleische Studien, I890, 

400 f.) in explaining aitAd by the negative idea implicit 
in the metaphor: 'the higher the surge raises him, the 

greater the depth of the abyss on the other side; the 
more labours he performs with success, the further 
would he fall-if he were to fall. Yet, so far, one of 
the gods has kept him from falling into the abyss of 
death'. But for addA to have its proper adversative 
force, the negative implication would have to be 
explicit. 

42 Stud. Urb. 39, I965, I25 if. 
43 Mrs Easterling writes: 'I take the logic of the 

stanza to be: just as the waves of the sea "pass by" 
and "come on", to useJebb's translation, sc. just like 
the regular up-and-down movement of the sea (as in 
A. Sept. 758-60), so Heracles' fortunes are now up, 
now down-his nrvot follow a similar up-and-down 
pattern-but up to now he has been under divine 

protection. Something like "this perpetual sea of 
troubles is his daily bread" would remove the com- 

parability (or so it seems to me) of fpdvr' em6ovla T', a 

rhythmic pattern which is important in the whole 
Parados.' But flBdv' Emldova re surely refers not to 
the 'regular up-and-down movement of the sea', and 
so to the rising and falling fortunes of the swimmer, 
but to the perpetual succession of waves. The 
notion of 'up-and-down' in this stanza depends 
entirely on avOet, which I argue may be corrupt; 
though of course the cyclic alternation of good and 
bad fortune is the central theme in the antistrophe 
and epode. 
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adverse". The objection is the sense. "In a pleasant vein" must mean, "suggesting thoughts 
of comfort": as in 0.T. 82 8t"vs, "pleasant", = "bringing good news". But, since avrta 

expresses remonstrance against her despair, there is then no proper antithesis with asela.' He 
therefore reads Musgrave's al8oZa, which he considers gives the requisite contrast, 'tempering 
opposition with deference'. 

Lloyd-Jones (TCS 22, I972, 263-4) rightly dismisses atSo-a, though not I think for the 
best reasons.44 He too sees no difficulty in the syntax, assuming an ellipse of etul, which 
his examples justify. He insists, however, that a proper contrast can only be given if daSeZa 
means 'well-disposed', a sense which he finds uniquely but adequately supported by E. Pho. 

77I. With this interpretation the paradosis can stand. 
The main problem is certainly to find a sense of -Squs which gives an adequate contrast. 

Any contrast will be no more than a formal one, as Jebb saw, since the form the chorus' 

opposition takes is a consolatio which must be welcome to her. There cannot therefore be a 
real contrast, as at e.g. Ar. Ach. 501 cyE'y e AeCow 8EcVa LEv, &cKata SC (an apology for plain 
speaking), or A. Sept. 8Io fSap&a 8' ovv o'tows1 bpdaov. But a formal contrast is not, as Jebb 
assumed, necessarily pointless. I agree with Lloyd-Jones that the text can be defended, and 
that given his account of the syntax, the meaning 'well-disposed' for aelZa is necessary not 

only to give a contrast, but even to make sense. I shall argue, however, (I) that Eltl is not 
the only possible ellipse; (2) that the sense for qUPsv that he posits, though it does occur, is not 
necessarily the sense in Pho. 771; (3) that 'well-disposed' is not the sense which gives the most 

pointed contrast. 

67Svs has various relevant (or near-relevant) senses. 

(i) pleasant, agreeable, welcome (of things: the standard sense): S. El. 667 uo' bepcowv {jKw 

Aoyovs | oetZS., cf. ib. 56, I360; O.C. 731. 

(ii) agreeable, welcome (of persons): O.T. 82 us ElKaat /~v, VSts (sc. flaiveK), El. 929 Ous9 
ov8e Ir)rpp 8vaxepIs', Phil. 530 5 iATrarov p&v uap, '8tTOSro' ' av'p. 

(iii) agreeable, sweet-tempered, courteous: Isocr. i.20 (the context shows that this is advice 
on how to behave); E. Hipp. 289 '8twv yevov, arvyvr)v oppvv Avaaaacra; Theocr. I 4, 6i evyvCWVznV, 

bAo1ovucros3, EpWoo, EpT aKpov aSv's (of Ptolemy). 
(iv) well-disposed: D. 5.15 crdvrwov 'qKLorra O9q/3atovs (;av ,roAEormat ol'o/at) . . . ovi'x S ,Scog 

exovUotv 17/LV, ov cos av Xapi' o'vro 0tAC7Tr7rI, AA' laaatv . . . el yevr7cETraL 7r6oAEfLOS, KaKa 7TrdvO' 

e0ovarv av.To. 

(v) glad (as adverb only): E. Bacch. 8I4 'o ows 8' L'oLs av ')8ews a rot ,rtKpd; 

(drn$rbs has much the same range, though (iv) is lacking). 
These senses may be roughly classified as follows: (i) and (ii) refer to the (agreeable) 

effect the thing or person so described has, or may be expected to have, on others, without 
specifying what gives rise to it; (iii) specifies a particular kind of overt behaviour, compatible 
with good or bad intentions ('whatever his feelings towards me, he is certainly courteous and 
agreeable'); (iv) specifies a disposition towards others in the person so described, referring to 
intentions rather than overt behaviour; (v), the adverbial use, is the reverse side of (i) and 

(ii)-it refers to the agreeable effect from the point of view of the person experiencing it. 
The sense required for Lloyd-Jones' interpretation is (iv), since the contrast as he under- 

stands it is in apparent contradiction between the chorus' intentions (good) and their 
behaviour (opposition, normally bad, but here in fact not so). D. 5.15 is, so far as I can see, 
the only certain example of this sense. Other condidates are: Hipp. 589 t-iwv yevov, which 
means 'be more agreeable', 'behave more agreeably', i.e. (iii) not (iv). D.23.64 ,}$tovs 
ErCUOe dKovoravreg means 'more sweet-tempered', 'more amenable'; this verges on (iv), but as 
Lloyd-Jones himself points out, really belongs to (iii). Finally Pho. 77I-3: 

aol pLv yap 78v!S es Aoyovs df4ETrat, 

Ey E 8E TreXVy]v AavLrtKf7V EL?EIba,lrv 

]7r pos avrov, warTe ot FLo4fas eXetV. 

44 'I shall oppose you, though with all deference' enough. The conjecture is bad because al6oloc 
does give some contrast, if not the right one, and the never has the sense required. 
slight zeugma of al6ola (oMtco), avtia otaco is easy 
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This could mean, as Lloyd-Jones and Pearson say it does, 'he will enter into discourse well- 

disposed to you'; but it can also mean, 'he will discourse agreeably with you', i.e. with 
courtesy, whereas, for the reason stated, Teiresias is not on speaking terms with Eteocles. 
This seems to me more natural; it is clearly possible. There is then no certain example of the 
sense 'well-disposed' in tragedy, and though D. 5.15 may be enough, its assumption in 
Trach. 122 should if possible be avoided. 

The sense 'well-disposed' seems inevitable, so long as we assume an ellipse of edl. We 
can say 'I am well-disposed, but I shall oppose you', but not 'I am welcome' or 'agreeable'. 
We can of course say 'you are welcome' or 'he is welcome to her' (Phil. 530, El. 929), but 'I 
am welcome' is ruled out by the logic of the word.45 Again, we can say 'I shall be welcome'; 
but the ellipse of 'oro/uat is unexampled.46 We can also say, 'I shall oppose you, though in a 
manner welcome (agreeable) to you'. This adverbial use requires not the copula, but e.g. 
Cpo understood, as Longo has suggested.47 At first sight this seems difficult, as dp& is not 

expressed and o't'w would not make sense. It is, however, justified by the type of zeugma 
found at e.g. O.T. i 6 ovt' a4yyEAos rTLS ov8e avr7TTpadKrp o8ov KarTElEV (with ayyEAos sc. 

'7AOE): the verb which should be common to both members of the conjunction in fact only 
fits the second. Another way of supplying the verb would be to understand advra o'Toco 
itself with ad8EZa, on the model of Pho. 438 7raXal fev oYv vHvrieGv (sc. apJ), AAM' OS1s e'p. In 
either case what we have is a variant on '78Eo LE t, evavrtSI 8o (uoi Ep,3. For the adverbial 
use of 0S's, cf. Trag. adesp. fr. 283 yv'va, ri OI rO paXEla KOVK EtltcfevLV [ AactAE; with 0. T. 
82 dAA' ElKaiaa 1u/Ev, dv' (sc. f/alvEL from 8I), and, as I take it, Pho. 77I. 

We can now translate, 'I shall oppose you, though in a manner agreeable to you'. This 
clearly has more point: the chorus do not insist that they are well-disposed to Deianeira- 
why should they not be ?-but that what they are going to say is what she will want to hear. 
In fact, as sometimes happens, the emphasis is on the uEv-clause rather than the Se-clause: 
'although I shall oppose you, my words will be agreeable'.48 In prose we might have: 7rrpo 
-rta 7povTa cOvfpovULv evavtLVTWc0oFaL [ev vflv, alAA OVK aro)S ya aKovUecTOe. 

Lloyd-Tones is therefore right in his conclusion that the text can stand, but not in the 
sense he gives to rSeZa. 

Trach. 196-7 To yap 7roOoyv E'Kacrros EKjLaOELv OEAcat 

OVK av tLEOElTro, 7TptV KaO' 80ovrv KAVElV. 

Various impossible interpretations have been suggested. 
(I) 7roo00oV = 7TroOovEVOV (Z). 

(2) ro 7roOoOv = ot TroOoOvrES, with sKauTOg in apposition (Hermann). 
(3) TO 0ro6ov KJuaLOE=0lv - TOV 7ToOoV EK7TArXTaL t(aOcWv (so Mazon in Rev. Phil. 25 [I95i], 8 f., 
after Campbell; but see Jebb's note). 
(4) -r 7ro6oov is 'accusative of reference', 'as to his curiosity' (Jebb, hesitantly). 
(5) ro 7ro6oov is governed by /JEOEtro (Blaydes); but as Jebb points out (ed. p. i9i), this 
would need a genitive. (In Ar. Vesp. 416 twa rov$' , yco ov tEO-crotat, the sense of /ieoOrtaa is 

different; see MacDowell ad loc.) 
(6) rTO 7ro6ovv is object of 9eAwv and subject of EK,uaOeLv, 'wishing the desiring part of himself 
to learn' (Denniston C.Q. 45 [I931], 7); this is scarcely Greek. 

To yap 7ToOoOv must remain a crux. Conjectures are not convincing. ra .. . 7-o0oei' 

(Thomas) is not quite ra 70roovolEva. rv ... rTroOWv (Pearson), governed by tOe@Tro, fails (a) 
because the plural is out of place (O.C. 333, E. I.A. 555, Tro. 595, which he cites, are not 
strictly comparable); (b) because it is clearly Lichas, not the desire to learn, which the 
crowd would not let go. There might be deep corruption, such that ro ... .roOoOv has 
displaced a phrase meaning 'the facts'; so Nauck proposed ra ydp 7rapov0' . .roO&cv (for 

E'Acov). But there is perhaps a simpler possibility: 

45 I owe the substance of this point to Mr C. J. 47 Op. cit. (n. 2), ad. loc. 
Tuplin. 48 Cf. e.g. D. 18.125 opa / oVrov exOp6b tJ, Euol 

46 So even with crrat: D. 4.29, the only case cited e U poanToel, 'while pretending to be mine' (GP 370). 
by K.-G. i (41, Anm. 2), is not a clear case. 
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Tov yap 7roOCv E'KaKros EK/aOetv, Oe'Aov 
OVK av / EOEcro . . . 

'Each man desiring to learn (from him), would not willingly let him go . . .', with 0ro 
(demonstrative) governed by /LE0Ero (and perhaps also by EKtLa6eZv), OAWov = EKcOv, as e.g. in 
Phil. I343 arvYXoPEEt OAeOv, fr. 684 (ZEvs) VTreTdKEL Kal Q6Awv yKAcVEr:aU (cf. Ellendt s.v. 04A;, 
316 col. i). Efi,uaOev then has no object, but it does not really need one. The corruption 
would be quite easy. 

Trach. 262-9 osg acLVv EAOovT Ees otLovs E()mE7Ltov, 
Evov Traatlov ovTa, TroAAa Lev Aoyots 

ErreppodreO, TroXa o ' drTqpa (pevl, 

AEyawV XEPotV /1EV UwS adlVKT" EOXWV lEA17 
? t t t 

TrV (LV TEKVWv AE7TOLTO r7pTTP TO'6OV KpILaV, 

CWVE?l 3, OVXAOS Ovopspos us AXEv0E'pOV 

pamOlTO-' 3E7TVOtS 3' ?VtKK V VO)L EVoS 

spptlfeV EKTOS avTov. 

There are three difficulties. (i) -roAAa 3' adrrpa qpevV gives no proper antithesis; (2) the 
finite verb Ocove (34) corresponds with the participle. AEywv (sev); (3) palo*To needs some 

complement or qualification. (2) can, after a fashion, be met; II. 5.144-7 v O' 4cAEv 'Aaovvoov 
KaL 'Yrre7pova ... rov IJv ... /ahAxv, Tov 8' E'epov . .. . TAre has a similar structure. The nearest 

examples in tragedy are: El. 190-2 . . . olKovot a oahAdtovs TraTpdo, Sj5 /1ev | vEKeL av UoAa, | 
KEvags 8' a3t/Lo'Taclat Tparre`atss; O.C. 521-3 7)VE7K aEcKWv fe.v . . . TOVT 8' avOatpeTov ovev; 
Trach. 835-7. The last two, however, with their change of construction, are easier, and 
even in El. I.c. the verb in the j4v&-clause (e.g. (Lv) is not expressed, so the finite Jdc4ba a/aL is 
less abrupt. Here it is the exact symmetry of the verbs AE'ywv and covet which seems harsh. 
The crucial objection, however, is (2). (i) ETreppdOr'ae cannot be understood with rroAAa 3' 
aTdrpa ( peviV, because then, as Jebb says, the anaphora rroAA Iev ... oMa. . o is out of place. 
Kamerbeek cites Phil. 1370 Xo' r7 &s)TAv !4v E ' Cf eo KT7acr7 X, j 3rXr)v 3 T rarpds and 

explains that there is a hendiadys Adyots Katl tavota, etc., adopting Campbell's view that the 
anaphora adds emphasis. The example makes the point against him; obviously 'you will 
get many things from my father and many from me' makes sense, while 'he insulted him 
often (much) with words, often (much) with baleful heart' does not. Moerover, as Jebb 
says, an epithet would be needed with Adyots (e.g. atcupoZs).49 But Jebb's own explanation, 
that there is a kind of zeugma whereby a more general verb like v3ptLaev is understood in the 
Se-clause, will not do either. There are of course cases where a verb must be understood in 
one clause or an antithesis in a sense slightly different from that of the verb expressed in the 
other (cf. on I22). The trouble here is that the whole contrast depends on the verb to be 
understood, and this is straining the device of zeugma too far. There must, for the contrast 
to work, be an explicit reference to action in the 3e-clause. 

There are various ways of introducing such a reference. A line could have dropped out 
after 264 meaning 'maltreated him with shameful acts'. Or again TroAAah ' adrrlpd qpevt, 

49 Mrs Easterling also suggests that .noiRia uev . .., 
anoAa 6e has an emphatic rather than a contrasting 
effect, and compares 229 d)A' eV evjy i'yueO', ev 6e 

7rpoaTcovov'luea; she understands darlpotc with Aoyols, 
and renders: 'loaded him often with abuse, evilly 
spoken and evilly intended'. She argues further that 
there should be no contrast between words and actions 
in Eurytus' repeated behaviour towards Heracles. 
'The emphasis, surely, is on the ever more offensive 
nature of his insults: he claims that Heracles is an 
inferior archer, he taunts him with being a slave, and 
finally to crown all he throws him out once andfor all- 
not "often".' 

da1pa could no doubt be understood dzT6 KOtVOV as 

she takes it. But the distinction emphasised by ei 

/Ev .. . . 6e in 229 ('as my news is good, so I have a 
warm welcome') is irrelevant in 263-4: there is no 
point in distinguishing between Eurytus' evil speech 
and his evil intentions, if they are both aspects of 
his insults. (Lloyd-Jones compares Ant. 603 'oyov 
t'ivoLa Ka I Qpevcv 'Eptvvg; but the effect of the 
conjunction is to emphasise not that speech and 
intention are distinct, but that folly in both, for the 
family of Oedipus, is retribution for past wrong.) I 
do not take the point about the repeated behaviour of 
Eurytus: Lichas gives two examples of insulting 
words, one of insulting actions-in fact, the culmina- 
tion of them. 
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AEywv XEpoLV pLev could be cut out (Bergk), so that TroAAd pev is answered by SeIt7votS Se in 
268. Jachmann has shown50 that interpolations of this kind within the line are not un- 
common, and a good example occurs below at 360-4, where Hartung's deletion is certainly 
right. The sense is then satisfactory, and the motive for the insertion would be to give a 
clearer antithesis to 7roAAad Lv than is otherwise given by 268 E8t'rvotS S. The displacement 
of AEyov XEpolv ILEV, though possible (cf e.g. II. 13.13 EvOEv yap Ea vero b rdara /Lev 'jSrl, [ calvEvo 

e HpLditolo 7roAtS, see GP 372), might be a sign of clumsy writing. This may well be right. 
Another solution, however, is to insert, e.g. pe4wv: rroAAa S'adrrpa pevl I pe,oWv, Aeywv FLev 

(pe`dwv51 drops out and XEpolv is inserted to fill up the trimeter). This does allow some verb 
like fpLatEv to be understood, the participial clause being parallel to the dative AoyoLs. This 
does not indeed dispose of coWvEF e , which was Bergk's main reason for deleting roAA . . . 
XEpoLv; but oWVEl is suspect on other grounds besides its corresponsion with AE'yw. 

The verb cwveZv is adequate in itself, 'exclaim', 'call': P. 0. 13, 67 <'vV7ae S' 'ev&eSs, 
AioAXSa 3aatAE',; A. Ag. 1334 KT euEA%s' Ta;e (wvJv; Hdt. 2. 2 73E'KKoS' cfiVElV: cf. Aj. 
I047 oro0s as )iovT. It is normally followed by direct speech, but KaAEtv in O.T. 780 KaAEl 

(yze) ,rap' olvc? rrAaoT-ros Eut7bv rrarpt is near enough. The trouble is patotro. Jebb trans- 
lates: ' "Thou art a slave", he cried, "a free man's broken thrall" '. This glosses over the 
difficulty: patotro needs a complement or qualification. True, in P. V. 88-9 laAaKoyvcoLwov 

'aorat 7ro6' orav 7avrr pataOrj the verb has no agent or instrument expressed, but rav7 'in 
this way' (i.e. by the secret) is enough, and the striking paaoruR has been prepared by uaAaKo- 

yv4wucov: Zeus is to be pounded in a mortar till tender.52 Campbell argued in Paralipomena that 
av8poS EAevOepov could be the simple genitive of the agent; but this rare archaic construc- 
tion is not found with finite verbs.53 As the text stands the gen. must be possessive, as Jebb 
took it. Radermacher wrote advpo s Ef EAev0epov; but with us gone some other change is 
needed anyway, and the required complement for paloiro is more likely to be concealed in 
qbWovEv. Radermacher in fact read covjj 8e SovAos, which does not help since he meant by it 
'a slave by his speech,' cf. E. Alc. 760 a'tovu' vAaKTrcv; i.e. Eurytus is mocking his guest's 
uncouth Doric. This needs no refutation. But Pearson also read towvrj, and interpreted 
much more plausibly 'that he was crushed as a slave by the voice of a free man', i.e. by 
Eurystheus' orders, cl. P. 0. 3.28 dyye)Aiats Eipva'Oeso.54 The change is minimal, but wov7j 
must then bear a strange sense, and the picture of Heracles crushed by his master's voice is 
not convincing. The right sense is given by rTOVov, 'crushed by hard labour, as befits a free 
man's thrall' (cf. P. V. 954 Jg Oe0v v7Trrperov); 7TTovos is after all what servitude to Eurystheus 
means for Heracles. The verbal insults are now introduced by AEycov LtEv, picking up Aoyots, 
the action by &e7rvotss Se, picking up pewov. The two verbal insults in fact cohere: Heracles 
is inferior to his sons in archery, Eurytus claims, despite his supernatural weapon; he is 
broken down by his hard labour in servitude to Eurystheus. pe`wov is one out of many 
possibilities, and ro'vcp is perhaps not quite close enough to bcovel to carry full conviction, but 
they will serve as diagnostic conjectures. It may be thought uneconomical to make two 
changes, but it is idle to pretend that the corruption can be cured by one. 

50 Philol. 90, 1935, 341 if., esp. 342-3; Rh. Mus. 53 It is found with participles and verbal adjec- 
84, 1935, 207; 'Binneninterpolationen', NGG i tives, at least some of which may be regarded as 
(1936) 123-44, I85-215. having substantival force (see W. Schulze, Ph. W. i6, 

51 pWEov rather than fp&wv, the normal form of the 1896, 1332-3 [= Kl Schr., 1966, 648-9]; Ed. 
verb with this sense in trimeters, since Sophocles in Schwyzer, 'Syntaktische Archaismen des Attischen', 
this play avoids interlinear hiatus without pause Abh. Berl. Akad. 1940, nr. 7, pp. 8-9 [cf. ib. 1942, nr. 
(E. Harrison, CR 55, 1941, 22-3). Another part., or 10, p. I4 and Gr. Gr. ii 65]), though not all can be so 
aorist part. or finite verb would also do, and since the explained (see W. J. Koster, Mnemosyne ser. iv 5, 
syllabic augment can probably be omitted here; 1952, 89 if.). The simple genitive with vtKdaiat, 
there are many possibilities. (Xeltpcv would be neat, -:ridaO0at is gen. of comparison. It might be argued 
cf. Xetp5ijuara in 0. T. 560 = 'deed of violence', Sept. that the same held for paloTro, i.e. paieaOat + gen. = 
1022 = 'work of the hands', both apparently from 'to be crushingly defeated by'; but there is no analogy 
Xdep; but the abusio cannot be assumed here, and for such an extension, and the phrase 6oviAog dvbpog 
without it the contrast is insufficient: cf. Plat. Soph. eAevOepov palotro would even so be very difficult. 
21 9c XetpiV Aoyotg.) " C.Q. 39, I925, 3- 

52 Cf. Taillardat, Les Images d'Aristophane, para. 369. 
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Trach. 327-8 q e TO tvX 
KaKr) LiEV avur7 y', aAAa ocvyyvwJrv eXet. 

avrx y' dARd LRA: a'rq y' dAA' Ven b: avTr y' daAA Lb: dAA' avrrj ye Platt. 

Jebb translates: 'Such a state is grievous for herself, but claims our forbearance', and 
comments: '7 . . . vtX7, not the doom of captivity, but rather her present condition of mute 
and inconsolable grief.-av-rr yE is emphatic; sad for her, but to be condoned by us; y' is 
therefore in place.' But: 

(I) av'rT is unemphatic, and cannot be emphasised by ye.55 
(2) Trv'- must mean 'state of slavery', not 'state of silence'. 

(3) There is no real contrast in 'bad for her, but to be condoned by us'. 
avsrr Ven b (Turyn's Zr) 'this state', a Thoman reinterpretation, gives no better contrast. 

avtrr yE Lb (Turyn's K) 'her state is bad in itself, but deserves sympathy', though an improve- 
ment, still gives no real contrast, unless we can understand 'bad in other respects, but 
merits sympathy' (a consolation); but this cannot be got out of the Greek. 

A. Platt (C.Q_. 4, 19o1, 162), rightly insisting that Trv'X must mean her state of slavery, 
took the general sense to be 'her condition is a bad one, but if she continues in obstinate 
silence we must make allowances for her'. He therefore read ... KaK?/ trev, aAAt' aVTrj yE . . . 

'her state is bad, but she herself deserves sympathy'. He compared O.C. 1014-5 
o 6e?vos, wvac, XP7rdos' a at v 8& VlCuopat 
avrov rTavcoXcE, ataot .' a'lvvaOelv. 

But the required contrast is still not there: 'we may disapprove of her state, but we should 

pity her' is nonsense; it is her state which deserves our pity. O.C. I014-5 does not help; it 
means 'the stranger is good, and his misfortunes bad, and deserving of our sympathy'. The 
contrast, the core of the problem, is still to seek. 

An apposite sense, suggested above, is: 'her state is bad in other respects, but (at least) it 
deserves our sympathy (a consolation'. K's av3r4 ye cannot convey this: 'in other respects' 
must be made explicit. It can be, with two slight changes, one depending on the other: 

7 aSE TO TVXq 

KLK77 IeJV avT' TDcAAa, avyyv6lurqv <8 > eXel. 

Trach. 441-48 "EpcoTr IE`V vvv octrts av'avrarar 

77VKT rr S 7TW(o XEtpag', ov KaAW' SpoveE. 
OVTOS' yap apxet Kal OeWv 07TWg OEAEl, 

KaLov ye' rr7TS' ov xaTepas otas' y eL-ov; 

Coar' e t Tl T() T 
' 

dvSpl TrSe T-r vo'Tu 

Xrq006vTt lj%E/.TTSr' ELIFLL, KapTa FaltvoLtat, 

777E T? yVValKtl, T7 tLeTatTra 
TO) JIrloEV atoxpov t/f8 Etr Ol KLKOV TlvOS. 

Wunder,56 followed recently by Reeve,57 deleted 444: Deianeira's application of the exem- 
plum to herself can only imply an illicit love, while there is no other indication that lole is in 
love with Heracles-indeed, she appears rather as an innocent victim. There is some force 
in this argument. That Love has power even over gods is a commonplace ;58 the exemplum is 
taken up, rather differently, in the following ode (497 ff.), and seems here to be an excuse for 
irresistible passion, as in E. Hipp. 443 ff. But the person to be excused for irresistible passion 

55 Nor can ye emphasise KaK/), as Mazon implies by 56 Emendationes in Sophoclis Trachinias, I84I, 192-4. 
his rendering: 'si son sort est cruel, il lui donne au 57 M. D. Reeve, 'Interpolation in Greek Tragedy, 
moins le droit at quelque indulgence'. Such dis- III', GRBS I4, 1973, 167. 
placement, with ye following two closely connected 58 Cf. h. Ven. 34-5, S. Ant. 787, frr. 684, 941I.5, 
words of which the first is more emphatic, is very rare E. Hipp. 443 ff., Ar. Nub. 1079-82, Men. Hero, fr. 2 

(GP 150; the only tragic example Denniston con- (Sandbach), A.P. 5.64, 4-5 (Asclepiades), Theocr. 
siders sound, E. Hel. 837 raVwTo) t9et ye, is clearly 3.46-8, Mosch. 2.76, Ovid. Met. 5.369-70. 
much easier). 
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is Heracles; Deianeira needs no excuse, and it is sufficient excuse for Iole that she is in 
Heracles' power. 

I share Jebb's feeling, however, that the line is a fine one: 'instead of saying Katcd poTrwv, 
she touchingly refers to her own experience'. Love controls Deianeira's destiny, not only in 
the sense that she is enmeshed in the situation created by Heracles, who is dominated by his 

passion, but because the pain of her own situation is due to the very intensity of her own love 
for Heracles. It is this that has caused her cruel anxiety over his absence, and is to cause the 
cruel pangs of jealousy which cloud her judgement and bring Heracles and herself to death. 
It is this exercise of love's power, no less than Heracles' passion for Iole, which is treated in the 
second strophic pair of the third stasimon (845 if.), and justifies the conclusion: Kv7rpts 
avavSos Savepa rTcvS' ?Eadvr1 7rpadKrcp. This is perhaps what Sophocles means by her Satowv, 
on which she calls before she kills herself (91o): her Oos-, her too great love for her husband. 
That she should here anticipate this insight is a fine touch, not to be rejected as an interpola- 
tion. As for Iole, her love for Heracles, or Deianeira's belief in it, is primafacie made plain 
at 461-5: 

KOV7Cto TLS aLvrTv EK y EILOV XAyov KaKOV 

IveyKaT Oov ovel&os' es ' oVO av Et 

KapT evraKEVI T)U3 P eAEV, erIet ro, eyoY 

OKTtpa 87 ) )iaAtarra rTpoaSfAe`aoa', o'rt 

TO KaAAOSc aCTrjs- TOrV fov OtuACaev. 

The subject of EVraKELI is most naturally Iole. That it should be Heracles, though Iole is 

the subject of the preceding main clause and is referred to by the following a4~E, is not impos- 
sible, but it is very difficult. This is in fact another delicate touch: Deianeira cannot believe 
that any woman could resist Heracles. This is Iole's excuse, though it sharpens Deianeira's 

pain.59 V. 444 thus reveals a depth of psychological insight sometimes denied to the Greek 

tragedians; but it is not just elaboration of character for its own sake, for the full realisation 
of Deianeira as a passionate woman is central to the working of the play.60 

How then is v.444 to be reconciled with the poetical logic of the passage insisted on by 
Wunder? The sense is, I think, perfectly coherent if it is taken as a parenthesis: '.. . Love 
rules the gods as he will (and me also; and why not another such as I am?), so that I am 
mad indeed, if I blame my husband', etc. This saves both the logic and the sublety. 

Trach. 497 fteya 't aorevos a' K4vrpts- eKfEpEatc VLKLas adE. 

The following interpretations have been offered: 

(I) 'Kypris ever bears away great and mighty victory' (Jebb, Radermacher), i.e. te'ya -'r 

aOeVOS . a. . = tLeyaaOev7 rtva VLKLav. But the word needed then is not ar0evos but 

Kpa-ros, which often means 'victory' from Homer on, and occurs in such phrases as vi'KrI Kta 

Kpadr1 r v`3pwevtvwv (S. El. 85, cf. A. Suppl. 981, P1. Legg. 962a), dE'OAwv Kparos- (P. L 8, 4), etc. 
The equivalence only works if NiKr1 is personified; but Nike personified cannot be won by 
Kypris. 
(2) 'Kypris ever wins great strength from victory', i.e. (a) 'wins with much to spare' (Jebb), 
or (b) 'wins the strength victory confers' (Wunder), cf. S. El. 60 eevE:yKWotlaL KAE'Os. Jebb's 
paraphrase (which he does not endorse) is impossible to understand from the Greek-the 
genitive is doing too much work; Wunder's interpretation is open to the same objection as 

(i): 'aOEvos is the act rather than the result of victory' (Campbell); contrast O.C. io88 

EmwVtKeELW aOEve 'with conquering strength'.61 

(3) 'Kypris ever advances unchecked in mighty conquering strength' (Hermann, Camp- 
bell), cf. Alc. 6oi E'K(?eperat rpos alcd6, S. El. 628 rrpos Opy"v KqOe'pp, Thuc. 3. 84 aTraSevaEa 

59 Jebb makes a psychological error when he says Greek Tragedy (Greece and Rome 20, 1973, 6-7). 
in his note: 'Such a belief would mitigate, rather than 61 Longo understands (i) and (2) at the same 

increase, the wife's pain'. This might seem reason- time, this being a case of the 'syntactical ambiguity' 
able, but it is not the way the human heart works. he often finds in Sophocles. There is ambiguity in 

60 Cf. the judicious remarks of P. E. Easterling on Sophocles, but not of this particular kind. 
the kind of psychological realism to be looked for in 
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Opyjs ITAEZUTOV EVK0EPbEp4LEVO, with bdkEya Tt oOE'Vosg internal accusative. But EKbE'pegUa means 
'to be carried away' by feelings, usually undesirable impulses, like a chariot plunging off 
course (cf. PV 883); it cannot mean 'advance unchecked'. (a`&0s'g in Aic. 6oi is of course 
good, but not in the excess to which Admetus displays it: even a good quality can be bad in 
excess, like Niobe's pride in her children, cf. Arist. NE vii. 4. II48a 33 ff.). The internal 
acc., utEyaa 0 &'Evos, is also hard, and the position of viKas, awkward (in Paralipomena Camp- 
bell read VLKW5Or' for this reason). 
(4) . ... exerts mighty victorious strength' (LSJ), cl. Ion. IOI2 ESV'Vaotv EJKkEPEt Tdva; (of the 
Gorgon's blood). ButE'KOE'pEL probably means 'exhibit' there rather than 'exert'. 
(5) exhibits mighty victorious strength' (Hermann), cf. Lys. 19. 30 aAA' ov3'' od 7TaAa 

lTAOV'OLOt SOKOVOVES' Etvat a6ta Ao'yov EXOtEV av 'E6EVE3KEZV, P1. Legg. 788C (Ely/aTc E EvOyKVTaL 

ESg O6S, Xen. Cyr. 5.2.7. This is the most convincing interpretation so far, but in the 
context of victory it is difficult to understand 4JK0bE'pEaOa in any other sense than 'win'. 
(6) 'Invictum ubique est Veneris robur' (Brunck), i.e. pL'ya TL uO'VOS- in apposition to a 

K;vpts., vtcKas- acc. plural. This is a promising line, since it gets rid of the awkward genitive, 
makes aE'vos a property of Kypris and gives the right sense to E'K0Ep'raat.62 Better still is: 
(7) 'Mighty strength is Kypris; she ever bears away victories,' punctuating after KvITpts- 

(Wakefield). This explanation, mentioned by no modern commentator, is I believe 
correct. The ellipse of the copula is typical of such yvcwtat: IA 568 tdEya Tt ?7pEV,Et aLpETaLV, 

A. P.V. 536 7j(3v' OOapouaAE'ats Tvv (aKpaOV TEL)EvL1 /'ov E%Alo7t (cf. Andr. 78i), Bacch. 883 
7TLUO1' TL TOELOJo vOcvoS; and of this word: S. El. 174 ETL /yiySa ol3pavo5 I ZEVSg, Rhes. 821 LE'ya 

tOtI, ~JUY, J, 7roA'oXov KpI7 oS, H.F. 735 yc S- 6 -rrpo'u&' iv , 63 Ar. Ran. ii99 /LEy.a TO' i pciytca, 
ILuE2/a TO VECKOS, aS o Io'AFoS EPXT (psil EPXETat With all three), Acts 19, 28 tkEya'A-q i' 

"11ApTE,tuts TJ3V 'EocbEu'wv). The effect may seem somewhat staccato for dactylo-epitrites and the 
like, but cf. P. 0. 6.72-4, 7.35, I3.47; P. 4.287, I2.30; N. 5.i6, 9.33, 10.30, 79-80; L 1.32, 
2.12. 

But can ouGEVos- be a predicate? The normal expression would be E'XEt yap 77' ZICKq /.LEyac 

ur&'Vosg (E. El. 958, cf. Bacch. 883 T7' OELov oO'vOs-); Kv'rpjis- E'cTT% OBOEVog, with substantive as 
predicate, is eccentric in Greek with this kind of predicate . 64K51p our pa*wudb 
different. We can say 'Kypris is a power' (cf. Rhes. 1. c. 1NEya orv -tot . .. KpaLT0S), or address 
Zeus as a power (A. SuPPl. 526 TEAEtO'TaTOV KpaLToS" 'A/3tE ZEf), just as we can say 'old age is a 
burden' (H.F. 638 To% SE' y-q-pas. a'XOos) or 'death is a great joy' (Ag. 55 OavEZv 7ToAA-q% Xa4pt) or 
'woman is a great bane' (Hipp. 627 YVVi7 KaKIOV tudya): all these are individuated. Xen. 
Cyr. 5.2, 7'EAS ~f'w)T1VGy'p,(EovTKLAS c O~~Eos is an oddity: Ka'AAOS- 'a 

beauty' is even found in the plural (Luc. Dial. i 8, i A '8a KaUt 'EAE'V-q Kai 0oAa TaL a'pXaLa KCcaA) 
and jLLE'YEOos is simply correlated with it (P1. Prot. 356c /LEyE'O677 mathematical 'magnitudes' 
is a philosopher's usage; we might have (varying) 'strengths', but u6OEv7) is not found). 
Misleadingly similar are statements of identity such as ZEV'S E'UTWv awO-4p (A. Jr. 70, cf. E. Jr. 

877), a kind of persuasive rede-finition whereby a god is identified with one of his attributes- 
a common form of theological proposition in later writers, cf. . . . ILtoZpa T EcfVS, /aoravos', 
6'AE'TLs- rv", C'K- Orv' (Abel, Orphica, 292), 65 'God is Love', etc. Clearly irrelevant is e.g. Hel. 
56o W' OEOL" 61OEC yap Kcal To' YLYVWUOKEtV #tAovs., where OEo's is predicate= OEZo'V TL66 (and so 
with other abstracts equated with 06EO'--EA7T1`, voI3s-, A'O%: see Dale, Kannicht ad loc.). 
Irrelevant also are definitions of abstracts with an abstract in the definiens: 11dya Tt u&'OS0 a' 

Ktv7Tpts- is not like EUOTWV ... d77JCT1aTtc vo7A1qdS. TtS' ai&Kdas. (Theophr. Char. i 8. i) 
More to the point are the Homeric periphrases with orO4'os-, f35-q. 't, etc., e.g. uvors'V- 

'I3op,LEvfjos., which give one context at least in which such words tolerate indivilduation. Nor 

62 Longo also considers taking /mya Tu aOV'vo; in Oxford by Mr G. W. Bond and Professor H-. Lloyd.. 
apposition to 6 K&:rptg, but thinks that FbKqEp8Tat must Jones in 1972.) 
then mean 'advance unchecked', making vt'Kag a 64 This objection was pointed out to me by Mr 
genitive of space traversed, which is 'duro': I should L. D. J. Henderson. 
say impossible. 651 See Norden, Agnostos Theos, I172. 

63 Punctuate after alva$-, followed by asyndeton. 66 For this 'predicative' use of OEO'g, see Wilamo- 
(This arrangement occurred independently to witz, Der Glaube d. Hellenen, 193 1-2, i 17. 
several members of the Heracles seminar given in 
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is it irrelevant that the antistrophe begins (507) o Ezev ov 7roraouv a0evos, a phrase evidently 
modelled on the Homeric pattern, and corresponding in structure with b,Eya t ao0Evos a 
Kvtrpts in 497. This is I think an adequate defence of Wakefield's punctuation, though the 

question remains open. The same problem arises if acrOvo is taken in apposition to KvTrpts 
(6), which is less attractive in other ways. Wakefield's interpretation seems to me less 
difficult, at least, than any of the others. 

Trach. 553-4 j 8' Exw, bt'AaL, 
Av-riptov Avt7rrla, Tr' y, bpacrco. 

EXco] ECXe Wratislaw Av'7nra] Aicplya Jebb post ).vTtplov, Tr]' interpunxit Hermann 

Avrrpltpov Av'rrr/a is a puzzle. Deianeira must be innocent, and cannot therefore know 
what effect the charm will in fact have. Hermann's punctuation ... A . hvjpOV, VAvr,Lua 
.78E .. . will not do; not so much for the reason given by Jebb and Kamerbeek, that it is out 
of character for her to want to cause Iole pain (it is, of course, but if Iole loves Heracles as 
she believes, cf. 444-5, 463, his loss will hurt lole whether she wants it nor not); nor because 
AvrrptLov could not, at a pinch, be a noun;67 but because, since Avr7qptos is in fact always an 

adjective, the sentence could not, without modern punctuation, be understood so that 

Avrjpltov Av'Irrita do not go together and Se E .. rje are not correlative. Wratislaw's eXEt, 
read by Paley, 'how my pain has a cure', suffers from a similar defect. Jebb's AvT'jpLov 
AJo77rja gives straightforward sense and is widely accepted. 

A disadvantage common to all these answers is that they eliminate the striking oxymoron 
AVT rptov Avn'r]ILa (cf. I021 AaOLTrovov o'vvav, Cho. 539 aKos Tro/aeov; see below on 1020-2), and 
with it a powerful piece of tragic irony. A quieter irony has already deepened Deianeira's 
words at the end of the previous episode (494-6): 

. . . a r avrc &opwv 8&pa xprf rrpo?ap!o?aac, 
Kat ravrT ay7s-. KEVOV yap ov a l Kata ae 

XcopeCv 7poaEAOOvO' cSe avv 7TroAAu ar'Aco. 

There Deianeira is simply giving instructions to Lichas; she has not yet thought of the charm; 68 
but her words are so chosen by the poet that the audience, knowing the story, will at once 
remember the robe which cleaves to him (767 ff., 833, 836). Here too Avryqptov Avirlyia will 
at once remind the audience of the charm's disastrous consequences. But what is the 
ostensible meaning of 'a pain that brings release' that Deianeira intends and the chorus 
understands ? 

Quiet simply, I think, it is the pain of the dying Centaur, the blood of whose wounds has 
provided the charm, as she now goes on to relate. This may be thought far-fetched: 
Deianeira has no interest in Nessus' pain. Now tragic irony works rather like oracles or 
riddles: an oracle seems to mean one thing, e.g. that Heracles will find rest after his labours, 
or is to die by the hand of none of the living (i.e. is invulnerable), but is seen on its fulfilment 
to mean another: he is to die, and the agent of his death is the long-dead Centaur. Some- 
times the fulfilment of the oracle seems to demand an artificial sense, e.g. the oracle of the 
bones of Orestes in Herodotus (1.68), but formally the terms of the oracle are fulfilled. The 
difference between oracles and tragic irony is this. The ostensible meaning of an oracle is 
the obvious one, while its true meaning, revealed on its fulfilment, is obscure; in tragic 
irony the true meaning must be obvious to the audience, while the ostensible meaning, what 
the words mean in the stage-situation, is less important. So here the ostensible meaning, 
the Centaur's death-agony, is less important, and it does not matter that it is somewhat 
artificial, if formally it fits the terms of the 'oracle', the riddle, the ambiguous phrase AvrTqpLov 

67 As (owrpltov, El. 925, possibly A. Eum. 701; cites, Avrrtplov is adj.). 
,ut2ArKTKYplov Pers. 610; possibly KqnrYrJptov Trach. 68 As Reinhardt and others interpret the scene, 
575; cf. Hesych. AvrrTpto- qpvAaKTiptoov (see Paley, cf. K. Reinhardt, Sophokles,3 1947, 55-6, 254-8. 
J. Phil. 5, i874, 89; but in P. P. 5, io6, which he 
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AV'7rrjta. It might also be said that this ostensible meaning spoils the oxymoron, since the 
pain and the cure no longer apply to the same person. Again, in the secondary meaning of a 
riddle this does not matter; but there is an analogy to this less pointed use of oxymoron: aKO9 

Tro,=taZov, cure by surgery,69 is applied in Aeschylus' Supplices (268) to Apis' salvation of his 
country by destroying its monsters. Here it is the monster Nessus whose death furnishes the 
cure, so she thinks, for Deianeira's marriage. In the event, the cure is to destroy both its 
partners. (Addendum: Simpler still is to suppose that the charm is painful for her because 
its use is 'uaXpo'v, C" 597 : it is shameful to have to win back a husband by such means. 
I now prefer this interpretation.) 

Trach. 68o-88 cyc 43p cov o O-p CuE K4EvTavpOS-, 7TOVCUV 

ITA4EVpaW VT fLKpa- YAWXL-VL, 7TPOVSL &a$LaTO 

1TKap7KL OEU(LWV oV81', KaA 0cEpO' v a a V, 

XaAK7) o07TWs SVUrV7TTOV EK E`A-Tov ypafrv, 
Kaot (OtTL& 7)l FrpoPP-7T KOl TotavJT E&W1' 

To apLpaKoV TovT arn'pov aYKTL1OS' T aEt 

OEp/L7S- caL&KTOV ElV l'xoZS Upa)EtV E1LLE`y 

EW9S vtv ap 1XPUYTo1' ap/lLooarat/ 7Tov. 

Ka8pwv Totacra. 

Wunder,70 followed by Pearson, excised 684 (i) because it interrupted the construction, 
in which aw'5Etv is governed by fpovSctSaaTo; (2) because of the repetition of Kal taLV-T 

ZSPwV'... KJl8pWV TOtaTELa. As Jebb and others point out, orY 5EWv can equally well depend on 

lrpopp7lTa, Kat Totav-T E8pwv being Sta' /pkrov (cf. A. P V664-5 araOlCO EITtaUK-qTTvor(a KaL ILVOOVALEV77 
Zew0 &o1lLWV TE Kat 7TLfXaLrpa WG'0ELtVE 4d). Both Ka't's could be connectilve, as Jebb took them: 
'Now these were his instruction, and I obeyed them', or (better) corresponsive, as at S. El. 
68o Ka'7TE/L17T0L7)1v 7Tpos- TavTra Kat To 7TaYv qpauow, where (pace Denniston, GP 321I) Kai' ... Kalt means 
'both ... and. .,or rather 'ut ... ita. '.So Mazon renders: 'Voicil ce qu'Ielle (l'inscrip- 
tion) m'ordonnait, ce qu'aussi bien j'ai fait'. As for the repetition, the emphasis it gives has 
point, and is marked by the chiasmus (cf. Men. Pk. 0- FVEpO a/IE KELcaEA7T,KcL- 

Ao7t-fe' Ae I rAVKE'pa, J7iIaTcKE, to quote Eduard Fraenkel's favourite illustration of the figure). 
This is not unlike the insistence on detail in the performance of ritual that we find elsewhere 
in tragedy, as Lloyd-Jones points out to me; cf. Atossa's description of her offerings at 
A. Pers. 607 iff., or the chorus' detailed prescription for propitiating the Eumenides at 
O.C. 469 if. But there is a special dramatic point here: not only is Deianeira concerned to 

justify her acts by emphasising how exactly she has followed her instruct'ions, as Rader- 
macher remarks, but there is a nice 'irony, in that her very exactness ensures that the Cen- 
taur's cunning has its full, deadly effect. 

Trach. 807-12 Tocav-TaL, pt)Tep,, lTaTrpt' g3ovAEVcYaoY 4u~Z 
KaL pw AO7)7 COv (YE lToWqL1oS' AJLK7 

TftLULT 'Epvv'!s. T. Et, OEALLs-S', E7TEvXouaLc 

04uslt 8,i E7TEl, FL-Lo T7/qV OEAV aV 7TpOVflaAES., 

apa'T1 SLUT1'cvpa TWov E= XOov't 
KTEWa O, 701 aAA0V' OV'K 05017 

809 O4itg 6'] O4tg y' Brunck: O4utarr' Wunder 
810 7rpoiflaAeg A: npoii)Aafleg LP 

d' 94g 8' is surely wrong. (i) SE' makes no sense: it is obviously not adversative, nor can 
it be progressive. Jebb translates: 'Yes, if it is right, this is my prayer', glossing over the 
difficulty. If SE' is progressive, J7Tev`XOAL4at must add someth'ing to the imprecation already 
uttered in W3V 0YE 7ToMIL1'tLo ZJLKT) TETcLaTo, 'and if it is right, I utter (this as) an imprecation'. 

69 It is possible that Tro/aaiov here means 'shredded' more point if it refers to surgery (cf. Tucker's note 
or 'tapped' (i.e. lot by incision), cf. Fraenkel on A. and see P. 57 n. 3 below, on Trach. I1I2 1). 
Ag. 17 

F L'T/VL Kg But the metaphor has much "-O.ct 5n 6), 196-7. 
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It is true that performatory utterances such as 'I promise', 'I swear' do add something to a 
bare future statement of intention, in that they commit the speaker further. But Ev'Xo/zat, 
EITEvXO,tLaL adds nothing; the wish is the imprecation. Cf. Phil. 1286 AouO%', 'ArpEZ8at pE'v 

a'AACUT' vEa SE 'cd Aap'7lov 7TaZS, Kal uow.-Ii -TE4v' 7rE'pa.71 (2) The standard pattern in 
such expressions, as commentators point out, is: 'if it is right-and it is right, since .. . 
then . . .' (or the injunction, statement, etc. qualified by 'if it is right' comes first). E.g. E. 
HF 140-3 

Tcv 'HpaKAIEOV TraLTEpa KaU evvaopov, 
EL XPq) P' EfXOTWO XP'? EI7TE. yE SEoU7TOTT75 

VtLLWV KaGEcY-7X , IrTOpEWv E flovAo~tLa 
Tv EgS XpOVOV 1q7TEZTE JL7)KV'VEV f3l0v; 

(see Wilamowitz' note); S.fr. 941, I4-5 
EL /10 G1/ug, OE/.Ut & TaXAJ A E'yELV, 

t0,9 TVpavvEL 7TAEV/JovwV (sc. Kv'rpLS). 
E. El. 300-I AE'yoqs' av, El Xp4q-X,% 6i rrpoS qLAov AEyELv- 

TvXag flapEla TaSg E/ aS- Kapsov 7TaTpo'Sx 
Men. fr. 223 (Koerte) El OEOV KaAELV UrE 8E`, 

sEL SEl, To KpaTOVV yap Vim VVO/Ul'~ETCat 6E05. 

Hippocr. Art. 8 EL ) TE 7TLOOTO SEZ E 'Ip-qPtKcj yp4i,braau SEZ 8E" KaAWis- yap "O1tvpos 
KaTapLEtLacO KEt, KTA; 

But in Trach. 809 the pattern is interrupted by EC O4'PS' &E. 

Heath and Wakefield wanted EL 6_U9S &7, 'v;Xoplat, which breaks Porson's law. Brunck 
wrote ...'Epuvvns ''. EL OEIus y', E7TEvXoILa. This goes some way to meeting the first 

objection, but it leaves the second. Wunder's El GE/tulT- E7TEV(O/Xca meets both, and could 
be right. But the form OEtua-rO's, as opposed to the normal OEpLUt-7d is certain only once in 

tragedy, in lyrics (A. Sept. 694; cf JOE'ptorro, S.fr. 742), though Elmsley and others read it in 
O. T. 993, perhaps rightly, and Wunder would introduce it elsewhere (Phil. 812, O.C. 644; 
E. Pho. 612, Or. 97). Axt72 adopted Brunck's yE with different punctuation: 'Eptvv's! T'J, E 

OE/ts.S y, E7TEvXOtLmLL OE'/SLu S.E... This also meets both objections, but E'7TeXoISoa can neither 

govern the optative nor follow as a parenthesis, like CKETEVO. 

Taking a hint from both Wunder and Axt, I would punctuate :3 

WV UrE 7TOLVL/XOS /JLK7) 

TEC0`atT 'Epwv5S 7), l' OE'/tS y ETTEvXO/SL.La 

with O4'utg indeclinable: see K.-B. i 459, Anm. 2. 
In 809 LP have Trpoi6Aa/3sE, which would have to mean, 'you took the law into your own 

hands,' 'you preempted E`Ust'. This gives some sort of sense: Hyllus would be reproaching 
Deianeira for exacting her own vengeance. But (i) Tot for ttot (Pretor) is then necessary; 
(2) the article T7)V vE 0 w is wrong; (3) 04uLLv has a different reference from that of OE'JUg in the 
same line, with punning effect. 7rpoi6faAEgs (A) may be conjecture, but may be old-AafEZtv 
for /3aAEFv (and vice versa) is a common slip in mss. Jebb and Kamerbeek take it to mean 
cyou spurned Themis'. The article is then possible (OGE'ss! is almost personified), and fLot 
could just be an ethic dative. But the other objection, that 04`w has a different reference, 

71 In Trach. 9 
i0 ego oEoat is performatory; but that 

is different, as it does not endorse a prayer already 
uttered. 

enEvZopat can mean glorior as well as imprecor, as 
at A. Ag. 1262 (see Fraenkel), 1394; so here ei OeuPtg 
6' E'rev'xoiiat might mean, as Lloyd-Jones suggests to 
me, 'and if it is right, I exult in it', viz, her punish- 
ment. But the sense imprecor is favoured here both 
by the context, where an imprecation is actually 
uttered, and by the qualification: it is particularly in 
the utterance that the speaker must insure himself 
against impiety, cf. S. El. 126-7 cS; 6xd6e WR opdw 6'votr', 
Etot Oeup; To'' cn a36fiv, P. P. 3, 1-2 i"OeAZov Xt'pw)Vad KE 

OtAvpi6av, j ci aPlC6 oO'STe d~iexepag da6 yolawarag KOLtvov 
eii4aaOat E.iTog, I jetv ... (it does not matter whether 
or not Pindar is actually uttering the wish for 
Cheiron's return), Od. 22.412 O LT o'i] K'raevoVO 7r' 

d0vpaiaoV 03XTciaaOacr, (Odysseus restrains Eurycleia 
from uttering an exultant cry). 

72 Philol. 4, 1849, 574. Wakefield has the reading 
so pointed in his test; in his note he attributes it to 

Brunck, and prefers 6i). 
73 This punctuation seems not to have been 

considered by Wakefield or Musgrave, as is implied 
in Blaydes' note. 
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still stands. Far simpler is Hermann's interpretation: quoniam tu mihi hoc fas obtulisti, 
Herculem necans: h.e. dedisti, ut hocfas esset. For the sense 'give up', 'give over' for 7rpofa)XAEtv 
cf. Plat. Phaedr. 24Ic '7V Nv1pO46v, ats acv ILE 7rpov'aAcLs EK rrpovotas; S. O.T. 745 ~EavTov Els 
apas I SeivSas rpoigaCAAv; 'make available', E. Cret. 6 E1 ,I-v advpl rrpovf'aAov Sepas I -rov3zLov. 
r-v OELtv = 'the right' is an unusual phrase: we should expect r?jv 8'tKrv, and indeed 0EyLv 

might be intrusive from the line above.74 But the repetition is effective, and cf. A. Ag. I43I 
KaL T7rVS' dKOVELS OpKIWv E/LCv Oe'uv, i.e. e,tura 'opKta (see Page's note). So here the sense is: 
'since you yourself hav e made this OEpaLro'V, 0ts for me,' by killing his father and so sacri- 
ficing her own right to the filial piety which Oe'jus would normally enjoin. 

Trach. 924-5 AVEt TOv avrros r7TEIrov, j xpvarapos 
7TpOVKELTO a(orUoV -7TEpOVIS. 

ei Wakefield: c) codd. 

'The peplos was fastened near the left shoulder by the 7rypovts, which is described as 
lying "in front of", i.e. "above" the (left) breast. It would not accord with Greek usage to 
imagine the brooch at the centre of the bosom' (Jebb, reading 5). 

'It is impossible to understand, with Jebb, " 'in front of', i.e. 'above' the (left) breast". 
But it is equally impossible to think that the fibula of the peplos was placed at the centre of 
the bosom and not near the (left) shoulder. It would then seem that the phrase . .. 
rTEpovIs is a rather loose way (!) of saying: "which was held before her breasts by a gold- 
wrought brooch" ' (Kamerbeek; my exclamation point). 

'Pins, in the first place, serve to fasten the apoptygma of the robe on the right and the 
left shoulder: a triangular lappet is drawn over from the back and clasped on the front part 
with a pin, pointing up or down. That is the rule'. (Jacobsthal, Greek Pins, 1956, Io9).75 

Pins are commonly shown on vases (first on the FranCois vase) point upwards, which 'no 
doubt renders reality', since if the pin were point down in the ordinary activities of daily life 
it would prick the wearer, though 'all was well so long as she behaved like the maiden in the 
Panathenaic procession and did not dance or work' (ib. I I4). Two pins were worn; when 
women are shown on vases with a pin on one shoulder only, 'it is simply a slip, and it was not 
the painter's intention to characterise them as Ereporop7ros' (ib. Io9).76 

5" is necessary; Deianeira of course loosens her robe where it is fastened by the pin. She 
reaches up to her breast and pulls the left pin downward and out, so uncovering her heart. 
7TpOVKELLTO CaCorav means '(where the pin) projected from her breasts' ('was set in front of her 

breasts', LSJ). Such pins were usually from five to six inches long.77 Sometimes they are 
shown with the points projecting above the shoulder, with the pin-head correspondingly high 
up on the body; sometimes with the point below the shoulder, tnd the head well down on 
the breast, as the Moirai and Atalanta are shown on the Francois vase (detail in Jacobsthal, 

74 If Oeitv is intrusive, there are many possibilities. 
Wunder suggested etei rot TrV "plv a' v TpovflaAe, 
'since you provoked this strife' (between mother and 
son), II. 11.529 pLt6a npoflaAo6vte (op. cit. 58). 

75 repov] can also mean fibula (safety-pin or 
brooch), as in Od. I9.226-7 (Od. 18.293 is problem- 
atic; in I. 10. 13 , II. 14.180 a pin is probably 
meant; see E. Bielefeld, Heft 'Schmuck' in Archaeologia 
Homerica, I968); but nEpovig here is almost certainly a 
pin. Fibulae are not found in mainland Greece in 
the classical period, except in outlying parts such as 
Illyria, and hardly ever appear on vases (C. Blinken- 
berg, Fibules grecques et orientales, 1926, 32-33, notes 
only two examples, both of the mid-sixth century); 
whereas pins, and later also buttons or discs, are 
shown regularly on vases as fasteners of peploi. 

76 Cl. Pfeiffer on Callim. fr. 620a. 
77 

Sub-Mycenean and Geometric pins are some- 
times very long (30 cm or more) and were worn 

point downwards. Pins tend to become smaller; in 
the sub-Geometric period the longer pins average 
13 cm; the smaller, from 5 cm to 10 cm, are not all 
likely to have been used to fasten peploi, as they 
would not be long enough to pass through the folds 
and hold them. Virtually no pins have been found 
which can be identified, by some divergence from the 
archaic type, as originating in the classical period. 
We must therefore assume that in classical times pins, 
when they were used, were of the archaic type: for 
peploi, that is, around I3 cm long. This agrees well 
enough with the size of pins shown on vases. (Hero- 
dotus comments on the very large pins used in Argos 
and Aegina [5.88]). Pins were inconvenient, and 

evidently went out of general use during the fifth 

century: 'It is hard to understand how long it took 
for the pin, an inheritance from the Bronze Age, to be 
gradually superseded by other, cleverer types of 
fasterners' (Jacobsthal, op. cit. I 14; cf. 90, 1 -II ). 
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phl. 33I-2)278 
Given a large pin so worn, the head might be described as 'projecting in 

front of the breasts', especially as the weight of material from over the shoulder would tend to 

pull the point back and the head forward.79 ITpOVKELCtTO /aT5V therefore makes sense and 
should not be altered, though Jebb's paraphrase is not quite right. It seems to me, however, 
that a more natural expression for such an arrangement would be given by the slight change 
IT pOVKEtO auxTr4i, 'where the pin was visible on her breast'; laaur~i then corresponding exactly 
with KaTa 

' 
irTqOog in IR. 14 I 8o XPVUEtrE 8' C VE77 aTL KaTa orTd rIoso 7EpoVcL7roA0 For the dative, cf. 

O.C. 313 KpaTt' 8 7'AtOuTEP'S I KVVT) 7Tpoora&fla 1E9UcrlaA4ls vtw d/7EXEt, 'the sunhat on her head 
screens her face.' 

Trach. 0oo3-6 
T E I- EaTE (LE 

vUJLLOpOv Evvwirat 

E')dTE` pE v'orTavov EvvaorTat. 

1024-5 Cb Trat, 7roi 7TOT EC) 

T6.SE' FE T-~8E' I.LE 

7rpo'Aaf3E K0VSocorsa. 

E EJ L&) oacljov. 

ioo6 eixti iE U6v'aTavov] EdO6' ViaTaTov Hermann evvdoraa L: evivd'aat A: e3vyda0at Ellendt 

Since A. H. Coxon showed8' that the lyrics in this scene have normal strophic responsion 
and not the complex interlocking pattern which Seidler postulated, Dain (in his edition) and 
Lloyd-Jones 82 have followed him, with variations of their own on his text. In so defective a 
passage, it may seem a waste of time to suggest further variations; but there is one point where 
I believe progress can still be made. 

EaTE Edr 1E /LE is similar in shape to, and so probably corresponds with, -rii8E' FtC TaL8E pLE in 
I024 (Coxon's starting-point). So a dochmiac precedes it (what this was is anybody's 
guess), and it is followed by 2 8 (or 8 + hyp.). Guided by this, Coxon writes: 

(8>~ 
EaLTE pEaTE /IE 

8VUtrlopov Ev'vaLcJra [E'd-r(l FtC f3VcTavov Evvaorat] 

Damn: E, U ,E 1L V)p 

voiTaTiov Evvaarat, aTE /1E 8V'rT-avov 

Lloyd-Jones:<> 
EaTE FL EaLTE 11E 

8VUr(lopoV EvvaortcL, 

EaTE JLE 8vaTavov. 

All three ver-sions founder on two facts: 
(i) eaT1E' /E /aTItE clearly means not 'allow me to..'but 'let me gco', 'let me be'; cf. the 
agonised Hippolytus' tLE`OETE`'U FTa iAava (Hip 132,83 in a scene whose similarity to this one 
is surely not accidental, and Phil'. 8 i6- TP LOS/EOE /ALE. NE. -7ToL FLEOWi; (Pt. /1CAEGE 7TOTE'.j NE. 
oi 0 sbrL caa~crv. It is true that Heracles at once tells them to take hold of him, but this 

781 The Fran~ois vase is cited in illustration of of pins in graves can rarely show how they were 
Track. 924-5 by F. Studniczka, Beitrage zur Geschichte fastened, and as he later points out (io9), 'pins in 
der altgriechischen Tracht, i886, 98-9. tombs are found where they were placed at or after 

71 This point was made to me by Mr J. Boardman, the prothesis: vases show how people wore them when 
to whose advice I am indebted in this note. alive'. 

80O Jacobsthal (93) quotes the passages together, 81 CR 67, I5947, 7-8. 
and remarks on Track. 924-5: 'thus the peploi in the 812 reS 22, I1972, 267 if. 
Kerameikos graves were fastened'. But the position 813 For the reading see Barrett ad loc. 
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NOTES ON GREEK TRAGEDY, I 

contrariness is a sign of his condition. So Philoctetes has asked for Neoptolemus' hand just 
before he cries 'let me go'. 
(2) evvdac, E3vd&aW) and compounds are invariably transitive,84 both in the literal sense and in 
the frequent metaphorical sense 'put to (easeful)85 death'. (So too, except for Hdt. 8.134, 
is KoLawo, etc., which has a similar semantic pattern, and is also used of death.) If the sense 
is 'let me sleep', evvdaOat (Ellendt) is essential. 

The clue to the right line is given by the end of the scene (I040-3): 

V yAVKVgS "ALSas, 
c 

AEOV ' b' o tLOS av6aifLv, evaCrov evvacrov I 
ctKVTra o popO Trov ieXEov (f)6aS. 

Heracles in his agony prays for the death which Hyllus has denied him, and in characteristic 
Greek fashion he prays to the god of death to put him to sleep. Cf. Ajax in his suicide speech 
(Aj. 83I-3): 

Kac,a 8' a/l' 

TrolyTraZov 'Epprjvv x^dvLov EVS E KoltlcraL 

0vv daa,aao&rTa Kat TraXEl 7r7r,utaTL ... 

and especially Hippolytus, who at the beginning of his lyric 
come (I371-3): 

Kal vvv oSvva ft' o6Sva flatvt-- 

LE0ETE VE TaAava- 

Katl LOL oavaToS rTTav tV g0Ot, 

asks for the means to kill himself: 

adLtit6obtov Ao'yXas 'paaLt, 
Sta/uoLpaaoa 

outburst prays for death to 

tda r' evvaaat ro v E/o'V ProTV, 

and concludes (1386-8): 
ElOe ,LE KOLFdLTaee rov 8vcrSalixov' "At- 
6ov pEaCttva VVKTEpOS T' avacyKa. 

It is generally agreed that, whatever the text in 1004 ff., Heracles is asking for death: 
'let me sleep my last sleep', or something of the kind. That the Hippolytus scene owes 

something to the Trachiniae is clear enough;86 perhaps the debt is even greater than it 

appears. Suppose Heracles, like Hippolytus, utters a prayer at the beginning, as he does at 
the end, so that Evvdaaat is not infinitive but optative, like Hipp. 1373 (Oavaros) 'AOot, 1387 
KotLad?ELE, and, like KOdCueLE, 1377 E3vaaat, transitive; the subject of evdcrata having been 

displaced by one of the intrusive elements offered by the mss. Then, taking the intrusion to 
be 6JTEd (yLe) svaravov, we could write: 

~are ,u ea.e fie EQTE' /1 EdT-E` /1 

Sva/tpopov evvacra <tz > 

evvaorat <SaiuLov>, 

84 There are of course many verbs in Greek 
which are normally transitive but have an intransi- 
tive, reflexive or absolute use (see K.-G. i 9I-5). 
These are characteristically verbs expressing motion 
or change, as in other languages (verto, muto; turn, 
move; changer, sortir; ziehen), and are far more 
often compound than simple. This seems to be very 
rare with denominative verbs. Out of the many 
listed in K.-G. I.c., I note only KVKAI8tV, which is 
probably absol. rather than intr. (sc. n66a, cf. eAiaaow), 
and evavAieLtv (Phil. 33, E. Hyps., Hippocr.), 
perhaps by analogy with Karav'etv (cf. KaraKOtl,cv in 
Hdt. 8.134). rvadv intr. might conceivably be 
justified by analogy with this last, or with Aowqfiv 

(commoner intr.), or (KaT' aidvrlipaatv, as it were) 
with dvaKiLtve if intr. at Trach. I250 (probably trans. 
there as Jebb takes it, though the intr. use is found 
with napa-, vinotKtvev). The usage is not particu- 
larly Sophoclean (Campbell lists a few examples in 
his 'Essay on Language', ed. vol. i p. 99); it is fairly 
common in Herodotus. evvdaat might therefore be 

intransitive, but the evidence tends to show that it is 
not. 

85 Not always easeful: cf. Hipp. 560 not,uzT q(oviO 
KaTrlvvaaev, of Althaea; Hec. 473 dtqt7Lvpc) KOlt/iteC 

(Yoyouio, of Zeus and the Titans (Giants). 
86 See E. R. Schwinge, Die Stellung der Trachinier- 

innen im Werk des Sophokles, I962, 21-4. 
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at4twov corresponding with 8a4tuov in the antistrophe (cf. also Ant. 833 / 0E otLoLOTcaTav 

KcL7EVVcLSE& and E. Andr. I I82 ELGE &' lIT' 'IAtp 'qVpE dSa'wv). 87 
With this reconstruction the correspondence with Hipp. 137i-88 becomes very close. 

Not only is the general structure similar, with opening and closing prayers for death around 
an urgent appeal for a death-dealing weapon, but the formal pattern of pL0cE'EE' (E ra'Aava, Ka] 

poL t6avaosg 7Tcatv EAGot corresponds exactly with 1-a7E /(SE 8v'rC)opov Elvckvarat S Evvaoratual 

as ELGE /IE KOL/aUGELE r'rv 8voSd,AtOva ..."A18ov . . . JVa'yKa does with w yAVKrY AL3as, 

E;vvaorov Evvaaov 'E -rov /CEEOV. Of ourse Euripides need not have followed Sophocles so 

closely; but if I am right about the sense of Jai-rE' (E and the usage of EvYcvao, it seems likely 
enough that he did so. 

Trach. 1018-!2z Hp. -) 7TraZ TOV^' alvopos, TOVPYOVY TO8E ELlE^O,v aLV7)KEL 

ar p L Aw u oAAaE uot TE YP ~ ta ,q KaT CLv pav - orV E ap o/(Lua 
'Ek7TA,Eov St') & ElSOVt cUWojSELV. PA. tbv'w EYEV EYCIYE, 

AaOL'7Tovov 
' 

O'VVav OV'T' EYSoOUEV OVTE IVaOEv 

UT7L (SOt E'cavvtcra t3tO'TOV' Totav'ras vELEL ZEV'S. 

ioi9 aor yadp oroituaJebb 1022 0'6VZCvCC .... ftioTov Musgrave 

Jebb's ingenious uor yap JT1ol1a (sc. pco4La) E's- 7rAEov (Meineke) ... rwSELV gives some sort of 
sense, but ' St'' 4toi cannot mean 'than mine' or 'than for me', nor can it readily be altered 
to mean this. E.g. ' yEpatCoi would make sense, but does not account for S t'' 4ioi. Suppose 
we start with uoo yap op' oP1tui (oUTO yap opjJa Meineke), which is as easy as Jebb's reading 
and as good. ElLU7TAEOV looks like 4E'I-om8ov (Hermann), a word it has in fact displaced in an 

Orphic fragment quoted by Tzetzes (Orph'fr. 26! K). The change from -ov to -os! would 
be inevitable when op1wa became O'4qs-ta. There is now no comparative in need of a comple- 
ment, so the feeble repetition of q KaT' E/sdv p;4av can be eliminated. Suitable sense would be 

given by e.g. a' vEapa 'your youthful spring', or even a ' &Epa, cf. Od. 9.43 atEPq) ITO& 'nimble 
foot' (an epic usage; 8tEpo's later means 'fluid', cf. VypO's), with P. N. 5.20 yovca'rwv Aaqop~v 
oplSav.88 We then have: 

uor' yap oA6' up(a 
E(S7T,EOS a 8&Epa' uq)ELV, 

'your agile spring abides still to save'. This is of course pure speculation, and the passage 
must remain a crux. 

87 E I3va'tra ts' evoaaat here might account for the 
unmetrical e6va5aCOv y' EvlvaaCov in 1042. For the 
responsion ioo6 -? (e- - -(Evvo'at) =1025u U u---, 
cf. Phil. 395 7rorvt 'rl7v(55/av 510 " Oeg 
'ATpEt45a;, where the scansion ATp- need not be 
doubted (cf. N. Conomis, 'The dochmiacs of Greek 
drama', Hermes 92, 1964, 38). Evivarat is also 
possible, though I know no actual instance of the 
responsion '- u - x - in hypodochmiacs ('-u - u - 
occurs in syncopated trochees at E. IA 235/46). 
EdTE Yi' F'fte jiE = Td6& YE TXj&I MC is in this context 
most naturally interpreted as dochmiac. But this 
gives brevis in longo without sense-pause in both 
places, which would be remarkable. (Conomis 
states [op. cit. 45] that brevis in longo and hiatus do 
not occur without sense-pause in the dochmiacs of 
tragedy. This does not hold for Aeschylus and 
Euripides, in whom this feature is no more rare in 
dochmiacs than in other metres, but it does seem to 
hold for Sophocles; see now C. Q. n.s. 26, 1976). 
Slight pause might perhaps be given by the exclama- 
tory force of (5toyzopov in the strophe, though this is 
doubtful; certainly not uE- :p- with lengthening 
before mute and liquid in 1024, since this would 
imply synaphea (it is required, most improbably, by 
Seidler's arrangement of the scene if Erfurdt's 

evvaoov evvaaov /u' is read in I1042). It seems better 
to interpret E'aTk It' g'd-re'I t (with Coxon) as dactyls. 
An isolated pair of dactyls among dochmiacs is, 
however, anomalous; they should be regarded as 

forming a compound with the following - ' v - ' -' 

i.e. a long form of prosodiac, cf. the shorter ibycean 
at Andr. 826 M a' dMv'y/taTa O 'aopat, itself part of a 

longer enoplian compound; the longer dactylic 
movement of Med. 135 ~'5ov- LX7T d Q )L' o Ydp 6a 

leea'Opov floodv; and the corresponding enoplian at 
Ion 1466 0 xT y1jyyEVETa; (Fsog OVKETC VVKTa &CpKETaL, 
followed by dochmiacs (cn this type of colon and its 
incidence in dochmiacs, see LMGD i67; the ending 
- - is typical, ib. 159). Dale remarks on S. Phil. 

827 "Y7Tv' o'6vag ada a, "YxEv 6'(5 d)y'wv, where the 
metre is ambiguous, that the verse - u u - w u -' v -u 

is uncharacteristic of Sophocles (op. cit. I 17-9), but it is 

presumably in place in the Ko0iMd0 type of scene in 
which most of the Euripidean examples occur. 

(On Phil. 677 see Part II of this article.) 
88 As a devotee of R. B. Onians' Origins of European 

T-hought (q.v. p. 149 f.), I had thought of Opald . a. 6 

mvE)oV, cf. A. Ag. 76-8 6 xT ydp veapo'R ltve)o'; aT pvv v 
EVTO'; 1diaawCOv 

j 
ia&nrpEaflv;, in a similar contrast 

between youth and old age; but the phrase is too 
bizarre to convince even myself. 
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NOTES ON GREEK TRAGEDY, I 

All recent editors adopt Musgrave's Aa6l7rovov S' o'vvav ... td. . ov: 'My hands are helping, 
but no resource, either in myself or in another, avails to make his life forget its anguish' 
(Jebb); lit. 'I cannot achieve a life which makes him forget the distress of his pains', i.e. I 
cannot cure him. The reading of codd., however, not only makes sense but has more point. 
Heracles, in a frenzy of pain, has just begged (whatever the exact text may be)89 that his 
head should be cut off. The old man askes Hyllus to help him; he replies, 'This I can do, 
but I cannot compass the pain which makes life forget its troubles' (or 'which will cause him 
to forget the troubles of his life'); 'such things are in the hands of Zeus to bestow'. Hyllus 
cannot bring himself to put Heracles out of his pain as he asks by giving the coup de grace. 
The idea of a painful cure is familiar, e.g. in the metaphor evrexvewv acKOs90 (Ag. 17, cf. ib. 

846), aKcos rolaiZov (Cho. 539); the idea of death as a cure for life's troubles is implicit in 
Hippolytus' prayer Et /Oi Odvaros rratav 'A0ot (Hipp. 1373), cf. A. fr. 255 N cL Odva,e HaLav, 
and esp. P. fr. I31" S. OAsoLt 8' aTrravr7 a'taa AvcrTro'vov TEE7-av (of death). The exact 

counterpart of MaOltrovos ov'va is Avnjptov Av'rrr,La at 554, which I believe to be sound (see 
above ad. loc.). It adds a fresh ironical twist that Deianeira's 'pain that brings release' does 
indeed bring such pain that it needs still more pain to cure it. And it is a central theme of 
the play that the release from labours which Heracles thinks he has been promised is in fact 
death. 

Trach. 1151-56 aoAA e O rVTE Lr7]p Evvoao , ,AA ET7aKTta 

TtlpvvOL aJVJEf'YKEV WCaT' EfXEtv pav, 

7raScwv 8E T0lSovu lv vAAaf3ov-a' avr' T rp7pEL, 

rovs S8 a'v Tro' 9qrs acrv vatov'rosg paoots' 
7jpEl S9 OOLt 7rTaPEaL?EV, Y EL TlXP, 7rarEp, 

7TpaUaTELtv, KAVOVTs vES rr EfpercaoiLev. 

Nauck, followed by Jachmann91 and Reeve,92 changed to 'tLEgs S'e (o in 155 and deleted 

156, on the ground that fztLEs 8' &aot must indicate a real not a courtesy plural, whereas 

Hyllus should refer to himself alone. Radermacher argued that any fSaaLtLKov rrpodaorrov on 

stage would have a retinue, and Hyllus is referring to these as well as himself. This is 

possible, but it is dramatically more effective, as Jachmann insists, if Hyllus is referring only 
to himself-he alone is dramatically important as the only son present, and it is to him 
that Heracles' last requests are to be addressed. But the rhetorical fullness of 156 makes a 
better close to his speech than the rather abrupt 155, and it is doubtful if E' zt XP7 can 
stand alone = 'if anything is needed'.93 We can get the best of both worlds, and secure a 
substantial improvement at little cost, by adopting Nauck's first change and punctuating: 

tget9S 8E aTOL TrapeatLev el 't Xp1T, rra7rp, 
VTpacr(reL, KAVOVTeS eV7Tr)ppeT7rjoCLeV. 

Wadham College, Oxford 

89 The most convincing restoration is that of 
Lloyd-Jones (YCS 22, 1972, 269-70): 

ov65' dnapdaat uov 
Kpdra plov OeAet 
<- .u - )> UoAOYv Zro CavyepoV; QeV Tefi. 

His ex gratia supplement navaitovog (or ivaLrovoq) 
governing fliov = 'putting an end to the pains of life' 
fits exactly with the interpretation of AaO7iovov 
do&vav flo'ov offered here. 

If it is right to see a close correspondence between 
this whole passage and E. Hipp. 1371 ff. (see p. I44 
top) above), Hipp. 1385-6 nSg dbaMadito pftordv 
epdv Troi6' dvda,yrTov ndOova; (for the text see Barrett) 
might be thought to support Musgrave's interpretation 
of Trach. 1021-2. But it would correspond equally 
well with Trach. 11 5-8, as restored by Lloyd-Jones. 

T. C. W. STINTON 

90 It is possible that the metaphor there refers to 
the tapping of roots or the shredding of herbs, as 
advtloa .... o'6vvdv does at P. P. 4.221 or (pcdp/aKa ... 
dvrTtreT v at E. Alc. 971 (cf. Fraenkel's note); but it 
has more point if it anticipates 846 in the sense 'cure 

by incision', i.e. surgery, as Page takes it, and so does 
aKKo; Toualov in Cho. 539, Suppl. 268 (see n. 69 above 
on Trach. 554). 

91 G. Jachmann, 'Binneninterpolationen', NGG i, 
1936, 90-I. 

92 Op. cit. (n. 57), I67-8. 
93 I owe this point to Mr Reeve, who tells me that 

Mr W. S. Barrett made it to him. I have not found 

any examples of this usage. E. Suppl. 594 Ev 6S 
pdvovv /ot would be analogous, but 6es has other 

usages not shared by Xyp4. 
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